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Parker Ford
lends hand to
Hope Reigns

Summer stroll through campus

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
The responders for disaster
relief agencies based in Mississippi had to use their personal
vehicles for transporting the
tools and equipment used for
cleanup following tornadoes,
floods and other acts of nature.
Until Wednesday.
That is when leaders with
the Hope Reigns group of
Tupelo, who were fresh off
operations in flood-stricken
West Virginia during the past
few weeks, arrived in Murray
to take possession of what is
now the only non-personal
vehicle of its fleet. The Ford
F-350 heavy-duty pickup from
Parker Ford of Murray' will be
housed in Tupelo for use at a
moment's notice on any call
throughout the country.
"We have three trailers. The
problem is we had no trucks to
pull them," said Hope Reigns
Director Chris Chiles of
Tupelo, who was accompanied
Wednesday to Murray by Assistant Director Terry Pickens,
also of Tupelo.
"We've been using personal
vehicles to do this. I've got
235,000 miles on mine so it's
not going to last much longer
going to all of these areas so
far away from home."
So a nationwide search for a
vehicle was launched several

Library board
discusses
compensatory
tax rate
By TYLER DIXON
tdixonamurrayledgencom

The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees
spent the majority of Wednesday's meeting discussing the
compensating tax rate and the
possibility of altering the rate
for the upcoming fiscal year.
CCPL Board President Teresa Betts read a statement during
the meeting and said she wanted to review information about
the library's current situation.
"The approach that we've
taken over the past several
years has been to budget revenues flat from the previous year
and accept the compensating
rate with the understanding
that the intent of the compensating rate is as follows," she
said from the statement. "Public libraries are provided the
'compensating rate' to ensure
a reliable income from year to
year. The 'compensating rate'
according to state, should produce 'an amount of revenue
approximately equal to that
produced in the preceding year
from real property."
Betts included in the statement several statistics that
showed where CCPL stood
with the other libraries in the
state. The CCPL is currently
100 out of 119 reported counties for square footage per
capita. When Betts joined the
board, the CCPL was 95 out
JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times of 116 of reported libraries in
at revenue per capita but in 2015
A student is shown preparing to walk through the iron gates of the Murray State University campus Wednesday afternoon
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It is for freedom that Christ
has set us free. Stand firm,
then, and do not let yourselves be burdened again
by a yoke of slavery.
Galatians 5:1
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DIG Program seeks to impact downtown projects
to be a great way to take care of
that without having to pay a lot
of money for that kind of repair.
Let's say another business
new
a
In a few weeks,
owner wants to put up a sign on
program is expected to go into
their building; those can cost a
effect that can assist downtown
Murray businesses and residents bit of money.
"By doing this, it's probably
with making improvements to
not going to cost anything."
their buildings through the use
The only condition for
of a grant.
for the grant is being
qualifying
Inc.
Street
Main
Murray
a current Murray Main Street
Manager Deana Wright said
member,along with residing
that Main Street's Downtown
inside the downtown historic
Incentive Development Grant
district (any building between
Program will focus on allowing
railroad tracks at the east
the
business or home owners with
of town and Seventh Street
edge
their
to
making small changes
and from Olive Street to Elm
buildings that could result in
Street) . Wright said this will be
strong impacts for the downtown area. DIG will award up to a 50-50 matching grant and an
owner of property is eligible for
$5,000 annually in increments
one grant per year.
of up to $1,000 per project, she
"It is the idea of 'if we have
said.
use it," Wright said, noting
it,
this
have
to
hoping
"We're
that goals of this are to promote
funded in about 60 days," said
businesi growth and retention,
Wright, who believes the DIG
promote and encourage living
program is taking a similar path
in the city's historic district,
to a facade grant program from
the creation of new
encourage
a few years ago that enabled
and support new
businesses
make
to
business owners
ideas for businesses.
improvements to the facades of
Residential and business uptheir buildings."For example,if
grades are noted as eligible uses,
someone has broken windows
along with interior designistrucin their buildings, this is going
> See DIG Program Page 2A
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
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Daily Forecast
Today: A 50 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly sunny,
with a high near 87. West
southwest wind 9 to 13 mph.
Tonight: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 72. Southwest wind 3 to 5 mph.
Friday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 86. Calm
wind becoming southeast
around 5 mph in the morning.
Friday Night: A 40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 68.
Light east wind.
Saturday: A 20 percent

chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 86. Cairn wind
becoming east around 6 mph
in the morning.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 71.
East wind around 5 mph becoming calm in the evening.
Sunday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high
near 88. Calm wind becoming south 5 to 7 mph in the
morning.
Sunday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 72.
South wind around 5 mph becoming calm in the evening.
Monday: A slight chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny, with
a high near 90. West southwest wind 3 to 7 mph.
Monday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 74. Southwest
wind around 5 mph becoming calm in the evening.
Tuesday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly_sunny, with a high
near gO. Clilm wind becoming west 5 to 7 mph in the
morning.
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Principal Dealer David
Ford
Parker
Members of the Hope Reigns disastet relief agency of Tupelo, Mississippi are shown with
truck became the only
The
truck.
pickup
Parker Wednesday afternoon after the group took possession of this 2016 Ford F-350
disaster relief efforts.
for
country
the
throughout
vehicle to be part of Hope Reigns'fleet, other than personal vehicles that travel
Reigns director,
Hope
Chiles,
Chris
volunteer,
Murray
Shown are, from left, Vera Melone, a volunteer from Murray, Ron Melone,
agency.
the
of
leader
a
Terry Pickens, assistant director, Parker, and John Fuqua of Murray,

II PARKER FORD...

West Virginia for flood relief
months ago and, along the way, and we had 250 volunteers who
did what is called mudding
a truck became available at a
out 70 houses. That involves
price in which everyone could
removing flooring, tearing out
agree. It was at Parker Ford in
walls, all part of what is called
Murray.
mold remediation. Those oper"You're talking about needations are worth easily $5,000
ing something capable of pullto $10,000 in savings for those
ing tool trailers or equipment
homeowners. To be able to do
trailers. In other words,these
trucks have to be strong enough that, though, we've got to be
able to get our equipment there
to pull a trailer that may be
and that's why this truck is so
a
as
large
as
something
carrying
miniature excavator all Over the important."
The creator of the Allegro
country to places in desperate
need of this kind of equipment," Marinade business based in
Paris, Tennessee,Fuqua said he
said Murray's John Fuqua,one
is nearing the time in his life
of eight people designated as
where overseeing day-to-day
a Hope Reigns leader. Other
leaders are in Texas, North Car- operations is about to end. He
said the mission of Hope Reigns
olina, Georgia and Ohio.
is what he has found he wants
"We have to have things that
to do in his post-business life.
have the ability to move big
"I go to church with one of
pieces. We're talking big trees
volunteers(Ron Melone,
our
that might be sitting on a house.
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County
who
along with wife Vera,
"Just recently, we were in
2Aroup of 12 Mur.
.gazt_91
.. xayriliffillikents who regularly
vatiirth Hope Reims?'
and he coriginced me to go with
him on a mission. It was life
Fuqua said, specifichanging,"
1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE • MURRAY, KY
cally recalling relief operations
WWW.FERNTERRACE.COM
from an ice storm in Oklahoma
270-759-1883
City.
"We met a man named Elvis
who had spent 60 years doing

From front

American
Red Cross

them."
mission work and had spent 30
Hope Reigns is an affiliate of
He
churches.
years establishing
Eight Days of Hope group,
the
to
back
moved
had
wife
and his
also based in Tupelo,that was
the Oklahoma City area and the
formed in 2005 following Hurice storm had caused one tree
ricane Katrina in New Orleans,
to fall in their yard and another
Louisiana. The 8 Days of Hope
was hanging over their house,
but hadn't fallen on it. He asked website said it is a faith-based
operation under the Bible verse
his wife how much money they
of 1 Peter Chapter 4,Verse
she
and
that
on
taking
for
had
10:. "As each has received a
said $6,000. He said that the
gift, use it to serve one anothlowest quote he had for the tree
er, as good stewards of God's
was $8,000.
varied gra&."
"She asked him what they
Hope Reigns is a charitable
needed to do. He said,'All I
division of Eight Days
service
know to do is pray."
of Hope,acting as the quick-reFuqua said Elvis told him
later that it was only a few min- sponse arm of this setup with a
goal of setting up in a disaster
utes after that discussion that
zone within 48-72 hours after
he and Chiles appeared at their
the event. Eight Days of Hope
front door.
is a more longterm organization
"I told him,'God sent us to
that comes to a disaster location
remembered.
Chiles
help you,"
well after the fact, as much
Parker said he was happy
as four to six months, which
to be part of this process and
is usually when some of the
seemed to be feeling the same
tug Fuqua said he got from Ron toughest times for victims are
Melone about volunteering for a occurring.
Ron Melone said that
disaster mission.
is not the first time
Wednesday
thinking
be
to
"I'm going
Parker has given Hope Reigns
about it ..Aiard," Parker said,
a hand. He said there have been
holding a new orange Hope
multiple occasions that Parker
Reigns shirt presented to him
Ford has helped transport up to
as a gift."The fun part about
15 volunteers at a time in vans
business is we can be used to
from the dealership.•
help. Hopefully this truck will
serve a very big purpose fo

•DIG PROGRAM...
From front
tural enhancements and exterior
design enhancements. Along
with windows and signage are
such things as
painting, lighting, electrical!
plumbing issues, siding,
roofing, porch
repairs, even
of
purchase
cash registers,
display cases, counters,
computers and copy machines.

The only ineligible uses are
financing existing debt, projects
started before grant approval,
merchandise and professional
fees.
As far as the application process will go, Wright said anyone wishing to utilize the grant
will fill out an application and
include a budget for the project
seeking to be undertaken. Once
the application is received, it is
considered by Main Street's Design Committee, which meets
on the third Thursday of each
month. If approved, the Main
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Street Grant Committee will
meet and give final approval of
the project.
Anyone with questions about
the DIG program can contact
Wright at 270-759-9474.
In addition, Wright that one
business has filled a vacancy on
the south end of the court square
and another vacancy may soon
be filled. She said Farmhouse
Apparel & Gifts has opened for
business at 401 Maple St. The
establishment hosted a grand
opening on Saturday.
Wright said a second building on that end of the square is
expected to soon house another
business, though details were
still not complete.
Wright also said that it appears construction for the building that will mark the return of
the Peel & Holland insurance
firm to the corner of South Fifth
and Maple streets on the left side
of the square could begin within
a month. This is being watched
closely throughout the community as the Peel & Holland
building was the last structure
to be demolished in the wake of
a July 2014 fire that destroyed
three buildings that housed
Wilson Florist, the Profiles hair
salon, both along Fifth, and the
longtime home of the Thurman
Campbell Group accounting office along Maple.
The Peel & Holland building
and a smaller building along
Maple that housed a pair of
businesses both were demolished after the fire as they were
determined structurally unsafe.
The announcement of Peel
& Holland's plans to rebuild
downtown was met with strong
enthusiasm during the April
Business @ Breakfast event at
Murray State University.•
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it was 69 out of 119.
It would seem that our revenue is not out of line with the
other libraries in the state," Betts
said in the statement.
Betts said she did more research during 2016 and found
the total annual taxes received
increased from $1.015 million in
2011 to $1479 million in 2015.
She said part of this is from the
compensating rate. The compensating tax rate was 4.7 percent
in 2011 and was 6.4 percent in
2015. This attributes to an increase of 1.7 percent.
Part of the problem with the
compensating rate, Betts said,
is that it is a legislative issue
but she said she has done her
due diligence. Betts, along with
CCPL Director Mignon Pittman,
met with state Rep. Kenny Imes
and said they are going to meet
with state Sen. Stan Humphries
later this week to try to sort out
the rate issue in the legislature.
Betts brought in opinions
from the rest of the Board and
developed a statement for next
month's meeting on its current
position going forward.
"We're gathering information
on how much cost to provide the
library with essential services as
related to education, economic development and to meet the
needs of a vibrant community,"
the Board said in a joint statement. "We have made no decision on price and no decision on
a design. We are trying to perform due diligence to balance
that vision of the library and be
fiscally responsible. There is no
plan to increase the current tax
rate."
Betts, Pittman and board
member Ricky Lamkin met with
Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins, along with
Calloway County Attorney Bryan Emstberger, as well as other
officials, in June to address some
of the concerns. Betts said Elkins had two questions with the
first being about the $8 million

project and the second about the
new board and the potential to
change the tax rate. Betts said no
new meeting has been scheduled
with Elkins.
The architect for the possible renovation was not at the
meeting but will be returning in
August to discuss more plans.
The third round of plans brought
by the architect was for the enhanced standard but the board
discussed the possibility for the
essential standards which could
cut the possible price of the renovations. Betts said that the total cost of an essential standard
library was around $5.3 million
but she wanted to say again that
no decision has been made in
reference to the build or cost of
the project.
The Board also made a motion in the meeting to transfer
$350,000 to the building fund in
addition to the money already allotted, which will bring that total
to $2.3 million.
Along with the discussions
on the compensating rate, the
Board also have a conversation
on a potential capital campaign
to raise money for the possible
renovations. Pittman said she
has spoken with former Murray
State University professor Roger Reichmuth and Keith Travis,
vice president for Development
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, about ways they have
raised funds in the past. They
suggested sending someone to a
fundraising school because there
is a lot of information needed to
complete a campaign.
Betts is entering her last
month as president of the board
but sees the plan will continue
to be the same for next month's
meeting.
"We're just going to continue with the same kind of topics
we've been working on, which
is the tax rate, the forward
progress on the construction
project, which includes better
understanding of the capital
campaign," she said.•
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Piano recital on May 10,1958 at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse
with teacher Mrs. D.F. McConnell
Pictured - not in order - are Cindy Humphreys, Tim Scruggs, Brenda Cunningham, Linda Cunningham, Jan Joseph, Rebecca Parker, Linda Harris, Uncle Sue Darnell, Debbie Kuykeodall, Julianne Evans, David Belcher, Gary
Ezell, Nancy Cowin, Carolyn Cowin, Jean Elizabeth Scott, Judy Erwin, Alice Fay Hicks, Michael Halianan, Nancy
Forest, Mary Sandra Belcher, Judith Ann Adams, Cynthia Ezell, Phyllis Ezell, Max Parks, Toni Scruggs, Geraldine
George, Genevieve Humphreys, Judy Dalton, Gracie George, Donna Kimbro, Felicity Hallanan and Tip Curd.
Photo provided by Sue Garnett

The Murray Ledger & Times will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway County.
Email photos to corrununitynews@murrayledgercom or bring them to our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

MPD wants Pokemon hunters to enjoy
themselves,just to be safe in pursuits
Staff Report
Murray police said Wednesday that they are aware of several members of the community
participating in the activity of
Pokemon Go, which has burst
on the scene in recent days.
In a release, Sgt. Brant Shutt,
public information officer for
the Murray Police Department,
said officers enjoy the fact that
the activity is encouraging
the public, mainly youths, to
be outdoors and be active in
participating in something that
promotes exercise. However,
Shutt said MPD is also wanting
to express that hunters need to
remember some simple rules of
engagement.
"We would like to remind
those who are participating in
catching the Pokemon to please
be aware of their surroundings.
Please remember that even
though Pokemon characters
might be hanging out in certain
areas, those areas might be off
limits for you," Shutt said."Be
sure you have permission to be
on any private property before
beginning your search there. If
an area has gates and states that

it is closed,do not search within
that area.
"Also be aware of any hazards or roadways while searching, and at no time should you
be driving while trying to find
characters."
Murray-Calloway County
Parks Director Lindsey Harlan
said there have been several reported instances where
Pokemon Go hunters have
nearly been struck by vehicles
traveling Gil Hopson Drive
inside Central Park. She said
this becomes a problem because
in order to track where the
Pokemon characters are located,
the GPS system of a mobile
phone is used and usually held
in front of hunters, thus distracting them from noticing oncoming traffic or that they are about
to cross an occupied road.
Shutt also said cautioned that
hunters may want to perform
their searches in groups, particularly with younger hunters,so
no one is wandering alone. He
also said that locations, such
as the Murray City Cemetery,
should be left alone and should
not be entered at night.

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times
mobile phone camera Wednesday
ADMIRING THE HANDYWORK: Chris Clark of John Clark Construction of Murray uses a
South 12th Street and Glendale Road
morning to record the aftermath the initial demolition of a building near the intersection of
Patriot Square branch.
that was included in the groundbreaking ceremony for the new Independence Bank
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FORUM
OUR READERS
WRITE
Murray Woman's Club has a history of decades of support for
the Calloway County Public Library dating back to the 1960s
when the club actually staffed the library for several years while
funding was sought to stabilize the presence of the library in our
community.
Murray Woman's Club belongs to the General Federation of
Women's Clubs, an international organization, whose support of
libraries began long before our community launched its public
library in the 1940's,just managing to survive until being funded
in 1967. As a community service organization, we have a civic
duty to support our public library.

years of
•-•
T
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These historical details bring into focus just how strongly
Murray Woman's Club members feel about the importance of
a public library to the life of our community. Libraries in our
current technological environment are often being considered
unnecessary with so much information, entertainment, games,
etc., available through Internet access.
But,one need only enter our public library to see that there are
many who still see a need for this institution. Libraries, too, are
moving into the technology arena,and our library is no exception
in that it now has e-books available.
Calloway County Public Library offers a wonderful collection
of printed materials and more. Besides books of all kinds, one
can read the newspaper or a magazine,check out a movie,or use
a computer.
We who have computers, laptops, tablets, and smart phones
of our own forget that many are not so fortunate. Computers,
especially with Internet access, can be used to write and refine
a resume,complete a job application online, and do research on
any subject. Also children, including those homeschooled, have
all these valuable materials and tools available to enhance their
learning experiences.
Our local library additionally offers numerous programs to
encourage reading and enhance the lives of our citizens. We are
all familiar with Story Time for children, of course. But,there is
also the adult Brown Bag Book Club, currently full with a waiting list, and the Book to Movie group. Old and young alike can
learn to use a computer or improve their skills with free computer classes. Collaboration with Fort Donelson National Battlefield
allows for a discussion group on history and the Civil War, and
their Freegal Music program is a great way to enjoy music otherwise unaffordable for many. Field trips are sometimes involved
in these programs,and all programs bring together people of varied backgrounds with common interests.
Murray Woman's Club members are aware of and support the
vital role of the Calloway County Public Library in the life of our
community. Sometimes we need to be reminded that people reap
benefits invaluable for well-rounded and fulfilling lives through
educational as well as leisure pursuits that may only be available
to many Calloway countians through our public library.
Murray Woman's Club Executive Board

LETTERS POLICY
Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071,faxed to (270) 753-19127 or emailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
•Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and
have address and phone number for verification
purposes. Emailed letters must have name, address and phone number.
•Letters should not exceed 300 words and must
be typed or legible.
The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit or reject any letter on the basis of length,
style, spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum Page.
•Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out
sponsors, businesses or individuals by name,
except those directed toward the community as a
whole, will not be accepted.
/ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of the writer and not necessarily that of the
Ledger & Times staff.
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Cartooning: great job in a free society
Long before he earned the
Pulitzer Prize, editorial cartoonist Joel Pett was an angry
young man who also happened
to be a good writer. Through
a 7-8 year learning curve, he
developed and refined the other skills his vocation requires
but, keeping it simple and
direct, he describes his calling as a hybrid of writing and
drawing.
"Most anybody who didn't
have anything else to do could
come up with something passable," he says, notably modest
in his description of creating
political cartoons.
But cartoons that grab
viewers by the lapels demand
more than that.
For Pett, the process begins with daily reading that
includes opinion columns,
stories on National Public
Radio, and news feeds covering a range of topics. It
doesn't matter if he agrees or
disagrees with the content he
encounters; more important is
the continuous effort to stay
informed.
"They do all the work,"
Pen says of the plethora of his
online and media news sources. He remembers days past,
when a simple question might
require a couple of hours in
the library to verify facts before composing the day's cartoon.

Today, with so much information a keystroke away, he
spends time sorting rellable
from unreliable sources, and
mourns the devolution of the
media industry. "Reporters
are typically the best source of
information," he insists, but
their ranks are being decimated by downsizings, and the
mergers and acquisitions that
spawn them.
On Sunday, July 17, at 3
pm, Joel Pett will reflect on
these and other aspects of editorial cartooning for the Lexington Herald Leader and other publications at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum on
the Murray State University campus. The event is free
and open to the public, and a
reception will follow the presentation.
Joel Pett is part of a long
history of caricature and satire that became available for
public distribution through
the development of technology. During the Protestant Reformation, the printing press
helped spread awareness and
acceptance of Martin Luther's
reforms. Moreover, the high
illiteracy rate of the era made
this mode of graphic communication accessible to a broader swathe of the population.
With bold strokes and visual shorthand, cartoonists
often clash with those in pow-

er, raising
issues and
perspecthat
tives
give voice
to popular
discontent.
In countries
where honest reporting can be a
subversive
activity, car- Main Street
toonists are By Constance
Alexander
the
often
Ledger & Times
first journalColumnist
ists targeted
by "extremists, thugs
and tyrants," according to
Cartoonists Rights Network
International(CRNI).
Currently serving as President of CRNI's board of directors, Joel Pett understands the
challenges confronting cartoonists around the world, not
particularly including America. "There are a lot of places
in the world where the job is
dangerous," he admits, "but
this is not one of them."
Readers everywhere, however, take offense to editorial
cartoons they disagree with,
and Joel has ample experience
in responding to vehement
criticism. For instance, in
November, 2015, some Herald-Leader readers expressed
outrage over a Pett cartoon

aimed at a position taken by
newly-elected governor Matt
Bevin on Syrian refugees.
Pett's response to critics
said, "I understand that, for
many readers, this cartoon
may have been a bridge too
far. But here's an idea: Suppose we just use the means at
our disposal here, while we
still live in a country where
freedoms are cherished, to
discuss political issues?"
He welcomed the negative
feedback from readers and
thanked them for sharing their
opinions.
"This is a great job, in a
great country," he concluded,
"where freedom of speech is
celebrated and satire and ridicule have deep roots, upheld
at every turn by a broad and
thoughtful Constitution and
an open-minded court system..."
A link to the op-ed by Joel
Pen is online at http://goo.g1/
GWviOU. Information about
the Cartoonists Rights Network International is available
at http://cartoonistsrights.org).
Background on the history
of political cartoons can be
accessed through this link:
http://goo.glipzPPL4.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgencom. Contact the columnist at constancealexander@rwc.com.0

Life at Sixty
It seems like only yesterday
that Mom and Dad took Steve
and me on vacation trips to the
Alamo, to Galveston, Texas,
and to Cherokee, North Carolina. It seems like only yesterday that Dad took me inside
his seminary library, inside that
magical place, past the bust of
Spurgeon to teach me how to
use the card catalog to check
out books.
It seems like only yesterday
that I perched myself on the
shelf behind the front cash register in my father's drug store,
selling boxes of King Edward's
Cigars, Baby Ruth candy bars,
and Archie comic books to customers young and old, while
my father and brother (yes, my
father AND brother) and our
mother worked on the books at
the desk in the dark corner next
to the safe where the narcotics
were tucked away.
It seems like only yesterday that I loped down the court
in the Webster County High
School gymnasium flinging
up jump shots from wherever,
or walked down the halls of
that wonderful school between
classes. It seems like only yesterday that I stepped into Ms.
Cadea's English class, or Ms.
Rich's French class, or Mr.
Gillaspie's writing class, or

Ms. Gillaspie's Math class, or
Doogie Seller's Chemistry and
Physics class.
It seems like only yesterday
that my parents took me down
a road to Nashville, Tennessee
for me to study history and play
basketball at Belmont College,
a place that opened up a whole
new world to me, a place that
is no more,altered now beyond
recognition.
One day last December I
awakened on a cold morning to
realize that I am now sixty years
old. How did that happen? It
snuck up on me as I learned to
say in western Kentucky. Now,
strange things have begun to
happen to me.
At sixty, instead of trying
to sleep late into the morning,
I mysteriously rise promptly at
6:00 am. Suddenly, I have acquired fix-it skills around the
house that Evelyn never knew
I had. Doors open smoothly.
Gates close with a click in the
garden. The car is even cleaner.
Amazing!
It is true that with the passing years I feel that press of my
mortality. And I can echo the
lyrics of Seals and Crofts when
they sang,
"Like Columbus in the olden days
We must gather all our cour-

age
our
Sail
ships out on
the open seas
cast away our
fears and
All
the
years
come
and go take us
up,always up
We
may
never pass this
Home and
way again
We
may
Away
never pass this
By James
way again."
Duane Bolin
Even
at Ledger & Times
sixty, I have
Columnist
found a new,
enerfresh
gy to live life as John Bunyan
wrote,"with grace abounding."
I heard my father preach hundreds of sermons at Dixon's
First Baptist Church in Webster County and in other small
churches in western Kentucky.
Every day I wish I could hear
him preach one more time.
Dad's sermons were always
rich in poetry, but he must
have quoted this Annie Johnson Flint poem more than any
other. Even now as I write the
poem, I can hear his voice repeating these lines:
"He giveth more grace when
the burdens grow greater,

He sendeth more strength
when the labors increase;
To added afflictions He addeth His mercy,
To multiplied trials, His
multiplied peace.
When we have exhausted
our store of endurance,
When our strength has failed
ere the day is half done,
When we reach the end of
our hoarded resources
Our Father's full giving is
only begun.
Fear not that thy need shall
exceed His provision,
Our God ever yearns His resources to share;
Lean hard on the arm everlasting, availing;
The Father both thee and thy
load will upbear.
His love has no limits, His
grace has no measure,
His power no boundary
known unto men;
For out of His infinite riches
in Jesus
He giveth, and giveth, and
giveth again."
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. He may
be reached at jbolinfilmurraystate.edu.
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William Paul Hodges
With a song in his heart, William Paul Hodges
lived and loved frorn Feb. 28, 1926 - July 11,2016.
He was born in Portland,Tennessee,to J.W. and
Beulah Hodges and was the younger brother to
Ethel Hodges Parker.
After graduating from Portland High School in
1944, Paul attended Freed-Hardeman College in
Henclesson,Tennessee. With his degree in hand, he
moved to Benton where he started his career as a
high school *ache/ and basketball coach. There he
met the cutest basketball cheerleader and the love
Hodges
of his lifeePatric,ia Morgan. Married in 1949, 66
years of shared lives took them to Brownsville,Tennessee; Trenton,
Tennessee; Murray; Franklin; Chattanooga,Tennessee and Bowling
Green. Paul and Pat's lives were filled with ministries that included teaching, preaching and song leading at churches in the towns
mentioned above and at many other churches for revivals and other
special Christian events. As a result of their shared ministries, many
people were touched by the ways in which both Paul and Pat showed
God's love. Paul bookended his formal ministry by preaching both
his first and last sermons at Corinth Church of Christ in Portland.
His first sermon in 1944, at the age of 16, was titled "Progress in
Christianity," and his final sermon in 2005, at the age of 80, was
titled "God is Our Father." Paul spent more than 55 years in formal
ministry by praising God and blessing those with whom he came
into contact. The last ghurch that was served by his ministry was
Lehman Avenue Church of Christ, Bowling Green, where he served
from 1983 — 2000.
Paul had many loves in his life. He loved his family, his friends
and his God. He also loved the gift of music. From his youth, he
sang songs of praise to God. He also loved to sing positive secular
songs, such as "Zippy-.do-4a" and "Oh, What a Beautiful Morning." From singing in quartets to leading others in praise to entertaining his friends 'and family, music was an important way for
him to express his joy. In recent years, Paul was a fervent supporter
of two local Christian organizations. One was Big Reedy Christian
Camp. To support this wonderful place for people of all ages to
connect with God in nature, his wife Pat dedicated a Chapel in the
Woods in Paul's name. Also, he loved and supported Foundation
Christian Academy,even composing the school's anthem. As a tribute to Paul, his daughter and son-in-law established the Paul Hodges
Harmony Fund which financially supports the creation of a music
program at the school. Each year a Paul Hodges Harmony Award
is given to a student who exemplifies honesty, integrity, talent and
harmony in their relationship to others. With a positive outlook, a
gentle spirit, a love offamily,friends and song,Paul has now gone to
be with his first love, his Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Philippians
4: 1-13. "Rejoice in the Lord always,"
He was predeceased by his parents. J.W. and Beulah Hodges; a
brother James Clifford Hodges and sisters Clycia Mae Hodges and
Ethel Hodges Parker.
Mr. Hodges is survived by his wife of66 years, Pat; his daughter,
Ricki Keckley and husband Gary; grandchildren, Carmen Keckley,
Shana Smith and husband Matt and Adam Keckley and great-grandchildren Brendan and McKenna Smith.
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m. Friday, July 15, 2016 at JC
Kirby Lovers Lane Chapel,Bowling Green. A graveside service will
be at 4 p.m. Friday, July 15, 2016 in Thompson Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be Thursday,July 14,2016 from 4-8 p.m. and Friday,
July 15,2016 from 9-10 a.m. at the the funeral home.
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to: Foundation Christian Academy, Paul Hodges Harmony Award, 2480 Three Springs
Road,Bowling Green, KY 42104 or Big Reedy Christian Camp,c/o
Roger Johnson, 1355 Fleenor Way, Bowling Green, KY 42104.
JC Kirby Lovers Lane Chapel, Bowling Green, is in charge of
arrangements.

National Weather Service
determines July 3 damage
came from tornado
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
Calloway County Emergency
Management Director Bill Call
says that a severe thunderstorm
that moved through the northern
portion of the county on July 3
has been ruled to have carried a
tornado that touched down.
Call said a storm survey team
from the National Weather Service Office in Paducah determined that a tornado had caused
tree damage in the Norsworthy
Road area of the county, about
two miles south of Kirksey.
That storm went on to cause a
tree to fall onto the front of a
house about two miles east of
Kirksey near the intersection of
Airport Road and Kirksey Almo
Road.
"I've got to admit that it
did kind of surprise me that it
was a tornado that was ruled
to have done that," Call said
Wednesday."I talked to(NWS
Paducah Warning Coordinator)
Rick Shanklin as he and his
team were wrapping up their
investigation and he said that,
in fact, there was a change in
the pattern of the damage that
wasn't seen.
"1 remember the day I was
out there (July 4), I didn't see
an actual spiral pattern that you
associate with a tornado. I could
see a dispersement pattern,
though that seemed to change
direction in one place, but not
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dramatically."
Call also said NWS personnel
took additional looks at their
Doppler Radar recordings from
the evening of July 3. The storm
prompted a tornado warning at
about 6:30 p.m. as it moved into
northwestern Calloway County
from Graves County.
This was the same exercise NWS personnel used to
determine that a tornado had
developed out of what seemed
to be an otherwise uneventful
rain system on the night of
March 12 at Midway. That
tornado, which developed, then
dissipated so quickly that it did
not receive a warning, was determined to register EF-0 on the
Enhanced Fujita Scale used to
measure the intensity of tornadoes, with winds of 85 mph and
a width of about 50 yards.
Call said he was told that the
July 3 tornado was 100 yards
wide and traveled about threetenths of a mile. In both Calloway County tornadoes of 2016,
no injuries were reported.
The tornado that touched
down on July 3 was one of three
reported to have touched in
the area duriAg that week.The
other two were reported on July
7,one that touched down in
Ballard County and moved into
McCracken County,the other
touched down near the Ohio
River in Massac County,Illinois
then moved through the city of
Metropolis. II

OBITUARIES
Jerry Van Carson
Jerry Van Carson,82, of Cadiz, Kentucky,died
Tuesday, July 12, 2016. at Jennie Stuart Medical
Center in Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Mr. Carson retired in 1986 as a supervisor for
Bell South in Hopkin.sville. He was a Korean War
veteran serving his country in the US.Navy and a
member of the VFW. He was of Methodist faith.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Joseph and Edith Wilson Carson; one daughter, Deborah Kay Carson; a brother, Bobby Carson and one
grandson, Michael Joe Carson Jr.
Can
Mr. Carson is survived by his wife of 36 years,
Gloria McCarthy Carson of Cadiz; a son, Michael
Joe Carson and wife Patty of Columbia, Tennessee; a daughter, Teresa White and husband Karl
of Cadiz; a stepson, Michael Thomas Boyd and
wife Michelle of Bonney Lake, Washington; two
stepdaughters, Lisa Michelle Tucker and husband
Chad of Cypress, Texas and Rebecca Stewart and
husband Kent of Commerce, Georgia; 13 grandchildren and 20
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Friday, July 15, 2016 at Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz, with Kenny Rogers officiating. Burial
with full military honors will follow in Green Hill Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be from 4-7 p.m. Thursday,July 14,2016 at the
funeral home.
Goodwin Funeral Home, Inc., Cadiz, is in charge of arrangements.
Waltraud Miller
Waltraud Miller,81,of Murray, Kentucky,died Wednesday,July
13,2016 at Benchmark Healthcare, Puryear,Tennessee.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray.
Jimmy Damron
Jimmy Damron,85,of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday,July 11,
2016 at his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray.
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Oslin named new Heartland
Cares director
Special to The Ledger
'Heartland CARES,Inc., is
pleased to announce the selection of Sean Oslin as the new
Executive Director.
Established in 1996, Heartland CARES,Inc. is a non-profit organization providing medical, pharmacy, mental health,
nutrition, housing, and case
management services annually
to nearly 400 people living
with HIV and AIDS and their
families. Heartland CARES,
Inc. embraces those affected by
HIV and AIDS with open arms,
regardless of race,ethnicity,
gender, age,religious beliefs,
sexual orientation, or the ability
to pay.
"I am honored to be joining the Heartland CARES
team," stated Mr. Oslin."In its
first twenty years, Heartland
CARES has done a terrific job
serving people living with HIV
and AIDS in western Kentucky
and southern Illinois. I am looking forward to building on these
successes."

The selection of an Executive Director was made after
an extensive national search
conducted in partnership with
Kevin Chase Executive Search,
Group.The search process
engaged people living with HIV
and AIDS,staff, and community members. The feedback from
everyone involved in the search
was presented to the Board of
Directors, who then made the
final selection.
"We are enthusiastic to announce this appointment," said
Jody Cofer Randall of Murray,
Heartland CARES,Inc. Board
Chair."Sean brings experience
and knowledge in the areas of
executive leadership, strategic
planning,and resource development,as well as a deep sense
of commitment to serving those
living with or affected by HIV
and AIDS in our service region..
He has successfully served
agencies domestically and internationally. He will be able to
implement our 'continuum of
care' philosophy."•

Bevin launches $100 million
Pokemon GO players are tres- program aimed at worker training
passing, risking arrest or worse
By ADAM BEAM
Kentucky's unemployment rate
Associated
Press

By BEATRIZ COSTA-LIMA,
MARY HUDETZ
Associated Press
PHOENIX, Ariz — The "Pokemon
Go" craze across the U.S. has people
wandering into yards, driveways,cemeteries and even an off-limits police
parking lot in search of cartoon monsters, prompting wamiags that trespassers could get arrested or worse, if
they cross paths with an armed property owner.
Since the release of the smartphone
game last week, police have gotten a
flurry of calls from residents about possible burglars or other strangers prowling the neighborhood.
So far, few tickets have been issued, and there have been no reports
of arrests or assaults on trespassers
playing the game, whose object is use
the phone's GPS technology to find
and capture animated creatures in real-world places.
"Be careful where you chase these
Pokemon — or whatever it is you chase
— because we have seen issues in other
places with people going onto private
property where a property owner didn't
want them on there," said Assistant Police Chief Jim McLean in Pflugerville,
Texas.
Some players have expressed worries on social media that the game
could result in a fearful property owner
pulling a gun — a scenario that could
fall into a legal gray zone in the nearly two dozen states with "stand your
ground" laws that allow people wide
latitude to use deadly force when they
believe they are in danger.
McLean's department posted a Facebook warning Monday after officers
spotted a man playing the game in a
section of a police parking lot where
the public isn't allowed. The player had
to pass keep-out signs and go over a
fence or under a gate to reach the area.
"I'm not sure how he got back
there, but it was clear what he was doing," McLean said. "He was playing a
Pokemon game with his phone up in
the air."
In Utah, Ethan Goodwin, 17, of
Tremonton, was given a trespassing
ticket that he worries could cost him up
to $200 after he and a couple of friends
went on an early morning Pokemon
chase at an abandoned warehouse. He
managed to catch three creatures.
"I wouldn't say it was worth it, but I
would say I'm glad I have the Pokemon
I have now," he joked. He added: "It's a
dumb game,really, really stupid."
Every time the app is opened,
warning from game maker Niantic
pops up, telling players to be aware of
their surroundings. Players must also
agree to fine print saying they cannot
enter private property without pennis13011.

There's also a disclaimer that says
Niantic is not liable for any property
damage, injuries or deaths that result
while playing.
But those warnings don't seem to be
getting through.
In Phoenix, police have started posting humorous and colorful warnings on
social media,saying chasing the orange
dragon Charizard is not a valid reason
to set foot on someone else's property.
And neither is chasing the cat-like
Mewtwo, according to Boise, Idaho,
police, They posted a Facebook message saying officers responded to several calls about players trespassing on
private property and illegally trekking
across parks after dark.
Garners are also being warned to
watch for traffic while playing and not
to drive while on the app.
One woman told WPXI-TV in western Pennsylvania that her 15-year-old
daughter was hit by a car while playing
the game and crossing a busy highway.
The girl was hospitalized with an injured collarbone and foot, as well as
cuts and bruises,said her mother,Tracy
Nolan.
Capt. Michael Fowler with the Hanahan, South Carolina, police said his
department in the city of about 20,000
has gotten a few suspicious-activity reports related to "Pokemon Go," including multiple calls from a woman who
feared for her safety as she watched
cars go in and out of a church parking
lot across from her house.
"I didn't know what was going on.
The last time I heard about Pokemon
was back in the '90s," Lynn Menges,
59,said.
Lt. Lex Bell, of the Unified Police
Department in Utah, said officers outside Salt Lake City have responded to
similar calls. Most come after dark,
with residents saying they believe
motorists driving slowly through their
neighborhood may be casing their
homes. In one instance, a woman
mistook a few glowing cellphories for
flashlights as players hunted characters
near her daughter's car.
Several cemeteries, including Arlington National outside Washington,
have expressed worries about players
on their grounds.
At Mobile Memorial Gardens in Alabama, president Timothy Claiborne
said he has seen visitors walking or
driving around with phones in their
hands, playing the game He asked
people in about three dozen vehicles
to leave over the past couple of days,
earning him the title "chief of the
Pokemon patrol" from the staff.
"I just think we need to continue to
have respect not only for the dead but
for those who are grieving the dead,"
he said.

FRANKFORT — Already boasting plants for Ford, General Motors
and Toyota. Kentucky seemed like
an ideal place for Volvo to build a
new $500 million plant, its first in
the U.S.
But Republican Gov. Matt Bevin
said Wednesday the bluegrass state
lost that competition last year in
part because executives were concerned they would not find enough
qualified people to fill the skilled
manufacturing jobs required to produce the cars.
"It's heartbreaking to me," Bevin
said. "I wish we could get a mulligan on that one."
Bevin said he hopes to change
that by offering $100 million to
schools, businesses and local governments to come up with proposals
to train Kentucky workers for highskilled jobs. Bevin and Education
and Workforce Development Cabinet Secretary Hal Heiner officially
opened the pre-application process
for the Work Ready Skills Initiative
on Wednesday. They hope to award
the projects by early November.
A spokesman for Volvo did not
respond to a request for comment.
Volvo officials announced last year
they would build their plant in
South Carolina that would employ
up to 4,000 people.

has fallen to 5.1 percent in May. But
state officials say just over half of
the state's working age population
is actually working, ranked 47th
in the country. Part of the reason
is Kentucky has an above-average
number of residents receiving Social Security disability benefits, and
it has a higher percentage of adults
aged 65 and older.
Any groups putting in an application has to pay at least 10 percent of
the project's cost. Applicants cannot
use the money to hire people or pay
for other operating expenses. But
they can use it to build things, purchase equipment and advertise.
State officials plan to borrow the
$100 million. The state legislature,
approved the $100 million loan
earlier this year. They also passed a
separate law setting up the rules for
how the money would be awarded.
But Bevin vetoed that law, allowing
him to write the rules himself.
Bevin said Wednesday a panel of
nine people, including government
officials and business leaders, will
score the proposals based on criteria that has not yet been released. If
no projects get approved, the state
won't borrow the money.
"If not a cent of it is spent, it's
because not a cent of it deserves to
be spent and that won't bother me,"
Bevin said. IN
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COMMUNITY
Local students complete
Governor's School for the Arts

DATEBOOK
Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits group will meet every Friday
at 1 p.m.,in the library of the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more
information, call Dot at 270-293-5588.

Film series to be at CCPL
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the
National Park Service, the Calloway County
Public Library and Fort Donelson National Battlefield will present a film featuring Ken Burns'
film series, -The National Parks: America's
Best Idea. Episodes will be shown at the CCPL
with episode four,"Going Home"(1920-1933)
July 21 from 6-8:15 p.m. The public is
Thursday,
on
shown
bei0g
invited to attend, bring your own dinner to enjoy while viewing the
fill]; with popcorn and drinks also being served.
Martha
Finney Andrus,
CrImmuruty editor

Senior Health Fair planned

A Senior Health Fair Celebration will be held at the Murray-CallovOy County Senior Citizens Center,607 Poplar,on Thursday,July
21 from 8-11 a.m. There will be free screenings and more than 20
boOths with information, resources and door prizes. A continental
brelkfast will be provided by WoodmenLife. This is free to all seniors 60 and above.

Book sale to be held at CCPL

The Friends of the Calloway County Public Library will have a
Summer Used Book Sale on Friday, July 15 and Saturday, July 16
frotn 8 a.m. - 4 pin. and Sunday,July 17 from 1-4 p.m. An early bird
sale for members of the Friends of the Library will be Thursday,July
14 from 5-7 p.m. Special discounts will be featured each day.

CCHS golf tryouts to be Friday

The Calloway County High School Golf team will hold tryouts
Friday, July 15 from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club for
students in the sixth - 12th grades. Health physicals must have been
completed and be on file at the school office or brought the day
of tryouts. For questions, contact the CCHS Board of Education at
270-762-7300.

LBL Advisory Board meeting planned

Special to the Ledger
This summer, The Kentucky
Center hosted more than 250
young artists from every region
of the Commonwealth as The
Kentucky Center Governor's
School for the Arts (GSA) took
place at Danville's Centre College from June 19 to July 9.
During their three-week stay,
256 student artists from 53
counties were immersed in a
rigorous schedule of daily seminars, master classes, lectures,
hands-on workshops and field
trips to regional arts attractions.
Instruction was offered in nine
disciplines: architecture and
design, creative writing, dance,
drama, instrumental music, musical theatre, new media, visual
art and vocal music.
Since 1987, more than 5,500
talented high school sophomores and juniors have attended
the GSA summer program. The
program culminated on July 9
with an all-day festival that celebrated the achievements of Kentucky's young artists. AdditionPhoto provided
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The Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area Advisory
Board will meet Tuesday,July 19 at the LBL Administrative Office,
100 Van Morgan Drive, Gold Pond at 9 a.m. Topics of discussion
will include environmental education and effective communication
of future land management activities. The meting is open to the public. Board discussion is limited to Forest Service staff and board
members.

Summer Lunch Bus schedule
Free lunch will be available on the Summer Lunch Bus in locations throughout Calloway County on Monday-Friday until July 29.
Lunch will be served to children 18 and under. A free book will be
available to each child every week.The schedule is as follows:
• Monday - 1 la.m. - noon - Northside Baptist Church
•Tuesday - no stops
• Wednesday - 11 am. - noon - Poplar Spring Baptist Church
•Thursday - 11-11:45 a.m. Quirky Church of Christ
noon - 12:45 p.m. - Goshen United Methodist
• Friday - noon - 1 p.m. - Hazel Baptist Church
For more information,call 270-759-0800.
The lion Cemetery is holding its yearly meeting on Saturday,
July 16 at 9 a.m. Donations are needed for the upkeep of the cemetery. For more information, call Evelyn Tucker at 270-489-2205.

Varsity Theater plans reunion

Downtown Market to be Saturday
Downtown Farmers Market will be Saturday from 7 a.m. - noon
on the Murray Courtsquare. Seasonal fruits and vegetables will be
available along with flowers and plants, baked items, a variety of
meats, eggs and handcrafted item. Saturday, July 16, is "Stuff the
Truck Day" where customers may purchase extra produce and donate it to Need Line to help local families.

WA.T.C.H.collects aluminum cans
The WA.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.

Back Pack program needs items

Photo provided
recently hostServices
Human
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Education
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KENTUCKY READING PROJECT HELD:
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summer
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year's
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13-24.
June
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summer
annual
18th
Project's
ed the Kentucky Reading
Elementary,
Mayfield
Elementary,
Lowes
Elementary,
Stuart
Jesse
Elementary,
Crofton
representing
participants
included 14
Millbrooke Elementary, Murray Middle School, North Calloway Elementary, Pembroke Elementary, Southside Elementary
Pierce,
and Southwest Calloway Elementary. Pictured, from left, top row, are Jennifer Jatczak, Amanda Wagoner, Evan
Ledgerwood,
Imes,
Shelia
Shannon
Ruth,
Taylor
Martin,
Jenna McCann, Kristy Nelson, Holly Bloodworth; middle row, Toni
Dr. Jacqueline Hansen; bottom row, Rebekah Clark, Molly Myers, Dr. Christina Grant, Amy Boike, Ashley Dial and Stephanie
Jones.

Lavey named to Dean's List at Campbellsville
Special to the Ledger
Leighton Dean Lavey of Kirksey, a senior at Campbellsville University, has been named to the Dean's List for the spring semester
as announced by Dr. Donna Hedgepath, vice president for academic
affairs.

The Dean's List recognizes students who achieve a grade point
average of 3.50 or above for the semester with a course load of at
least 12 hours.
Campbellsville University is located in Campbellsville, Kentucky
and is Christian-based university with more than 3,500 students. III

School will be back in session soon and Need Line is needing to
stock their shelves for the upcoming Back Pack program.Individual
size food items are needed and include juice,shelf stable milk,cereal boxes, applesauce cup/fruit cups, pudding cups,cheese crackers,
cereal bars, granola bars, chips/pretzels and fruit snacks.

You are invited
to our

4-H Horticulture Team to meet Friday

user

The 4-H Horticulture Team will meet Friday, July 15 from 8:3011 a.m, where they will view plans on Murray State University's
campus. Meet in the parking lot at MSU's Curris Center.

Need Line lists items needed

Need Line has issued an updated request for items needed. They
include peanut butter, tuna,salmon,instant milk or shelf stable milk,
mustard, flour, catsup, corn meal, tuna helper, instant potatoes,jelly. eggs, bread/buns, hot dogs, chicken, pork and beef and lunch
meat. Personal hygiene items are extremely low and needed are men
and women's deodorant, toothbrushes, disposable razors for men or
women, toilet tissue, bar soap, shampoo, dish liquid, baby wipes,
laundry detergent, Ziplock plastic storage bags (one and two gallon sizes) and hotel/travel size shampoo,lotions. soap. Liege brown
bap are also requested. Farmers with surplus garden vegetables and
fruits are welcome to bring them to Need Line as they do have a
cooler to keep the produce fresh until it is distributed. Need Line is
located at 509 North Eighth Street and is open from 10 am. until 4
pin. Monday through Friday. Need Line is a United Way agency.
more information call 270-753-6333.

For

GospelMeeting
and

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

The Friendship Cemetery,50 Kirk Ridge Road,is in need of donations to help with the future care and upkeep of the cemetery. Mail
donations to The Friendship Cemetery Fund, 58 Rippling Creek
Drive, Murray, KY 42071. For more information, contact Brian
Overbey, board treasurer, at 270-873-2558.
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Zion Cemetery meeting to be held

All former employees of the Varsity Theater are invited to a reunion Saturday,July 16 at 5 p.m. at Pagliai's. If you are interested in
attending, contact Bob Craven at 270-472-1964, darter36@yahoo.
corn or Lorna Alexander Outland at 270-978-4579, lomaoutland@
gmail.com.
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Homecoming!

& Gifts
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HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

SUMMER CLEARANCE

50% OFF
•Annuals & Tropitals
•Bedding Plants
-R-eatadv eattilied
itanaelf gt,see.
(f.)
Open
Monday-Sitwell/7 9-5
Closed Sunday

Rex Du

BETHLEHEM
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10215 Shady Grove Rd
Buchanan,TN 38222

July 17-20, 2016
Speaker: Rex Buford
Song Leader: Rodney Ray
Sunday: 11:00 am & 7:30 pm
Monday-Wednesday: 7:30 pm
Pot luck dinner Sunday after services!
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Playhouse alum to perform in I
charity cabaret show this weekend ,

Read Across
America Book
Selection
Review
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Summer readers are invited to
add a bit of suspense and intrigue
to their summer reading with
Calloway County Public Library's
new mystery titles,"Someone Always Knows," by Marcia Muller
and "Murder Has Nine Lives," by
Laurie Levine.
"Someone Always Knows"
features private investigator
Sharon McCone and her business
partner husband Hy, who are just
beginning to feel comfortable in
their new home and shared offices.
"When Hy's former colleague
Gage Renshaw — a shady troublemaker who they had presumed
dead reappears, it's unclear what
he wants from his prosperous
former associate."
"Meanwhile,Sharon has a new
client with a desire to rid a derelict
house he's just bought in the
city's notorious Western Addition
neighborhood from intruders, drug
users and thugs. However,the
abandoned house holds its share
of secrets, and soon Sharon is contending with more than a simple
eyesore as she searches for the
individual who is obsessed with
destroying her life."
"Murder Has Nine Lives"cie
the newat_*Mglment in Laurie! •
Levine's'Me Austen sgtieg.,
"The future is looking bright
for freelance writer Jaine Austen.
She has been signed for a new

job; she's looking forward to a
tropical vacation
and her cat Prozac
is slated to star in
a Skinny Kitty cat
food commercial.
"Just as Jaine is
e.:•zaming of fame
and fortune, Skinny
Kitty's inventor
drops dead on the
set and everyone is
a suspect — including Jaine.
Also new in
adult fiction: "Title
Wave," by Lomna
Barrett, "Purl
Up and Die," by
Maggie Sefton and
"The Candy Cane
Cupcake Killer," by
Livia J. Washburn
Large Print cozy
mystery readers
will enjoy "Lending a Paw: a
Bookmobile Cat Mystery," by
Laurie Cass.
Librarian Minnie Hamilton has
recently been adopted by a stray
cat. Minnie,short for Minerva, is
still new to being a pet parent to
her very precocious and opinionated rescue cat when she begins a
bookmobile program in the resort
town of Chilson, Michigan.
After sneaking on board for
the "maiden voyage," Eddie soon
becomes Minnie's bookmobile
side-kick. The first day seems to
be going well — until Eddie "darts
outside at the last stop and leads
her to the body of a local man.
Minnieis ready to let the police
handle the case, but Eddie smells
a rat, so together they'll work to
help find the killer."
"Lending a Paw" is book one in

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
dbatteiger@murrayledger.com

the series that also includes "Tailing a Tabby,Borrowed Crime" and
"Pouncing on Murder." All are delightfully entertaining and highly
recommended for those who enjoy
cozy mysteries and gentle reads.
Other new large print cozies:
"Books,Cooks,and Crooks: a
Novel Idea Mystery," by Lucy
Arlington;"Bloom and Doom: a
Bridal Bouquet Shop Mystery," by
Beverly Allen and "Catnapped! : a
Dead-End Job Mystery," by Elaine
Viets.
Great mysteries,suspense
and intrigue — no matter your
preference or the format,there's a
great read for you at the Calloway
County Public Library! Yisit SOQQ
and let us help you find one today„
CCPL is located at 710 Main St.,
Murray,and online at www.callowaycountylibrary.org.•

Paris Chamber hosts 'Water Fun Run' Saturday
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Special to the Ledger
"Lucky on the Lake" is the
theme of the Paris-Henry County Chamber of Commerce's
annual Water Fun Run,scheduled for Saturday. July 16 on
Kentucky Lake.
Sponsoring resorts include Fat
Daddy's, Mansard Island Resort, Buchanan Resort, Pleasant
View Resort, Cypress Springs,

Paris Landing State Park
Marina, Leatherwood Resort,
Breakers Marina and Cypress
Bay Resort.
Players pay $20 each ($25 day
of event) to collect stamps at
the area resorts. Five stops are
required. Cards will be dealt
based on the number of stamps
collected. The best hand dealt at
2 p.m.,3 p.m. and 4 p.m. will

Art competition winner announced
Special to the Ledger
UNION CITY,TENNESSEE. —
Discovery Park of America has
announced the second winner
of the Local Artist Showcase
competition.
Ann Stapp from Paris,Tennessee submitted five oil paintings
and was chosen by the Discovery Park art committee as the
winner. Stapp will be honored
at a reception beginning at 5:30
p.m. July 16. The public is
invited to the reception to enjoy
light hors d'oeuvres and the
new art display. Cocktails and
wine will be available.
Stapp is a self-taught artist who
prefers to work with oils.
"I've always sort of played
with art, but I didn't get serious
about it until my children were
grown and gone," she said.
Stapp lives in Paris with her
husband,Laurien Stapp. They
have three grown children and
four grandchildren.
"My sister is an excellent
artist," Stapp said."When I
was first married,she and my
mother gave me everything I
needed to get me started in it,
but I started having children and
just set it all aside."
While raising her children, she
enjoyed teaching pre-school
and special education. She also
sold real estate for a while and
worked at the Bank of Germantown while living in Memphis.
"My husband's job brought
us to the Paris area," she said.
"We lived out on the lake for
many years, but moved to Paris
about 10 years ago."
Stapp said that Paris has an excellent an community,and she
appears to be a large part of it,
serving as president of the Lee
School Academy for the Arts

for the past few years.
"I have a studio at the Lee
Academy. .1 can go there and
get lost in my work and leave
things out for the next time,"
she said.
But she is not confined to the
studio.
"I also like Plein-Air work,
which is painting landscapes
while viewing them from outdoors," she said.
Stapp does commission work
and she has original paintings
for sale at both the Lee Academy for the Arts and Herron and
Wills, a boutique in downtown
Paris. She also teaches one-onone painting classes.
You can find out more about
this award winning artist by
visiting her website at www.
annstappart.com.
Chris Gunlefinger, assistant
education director, heads up the
Local Artist Showcase for the
park.
"The local Artist Showcase
gives artists who reside in
Benton,Carroll, Crocket, Dyer,
Gibson, Henry, Lake,Obion,
and Weakley counties in Tennessee; or Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall and McCracken
in Kentucky, an opportunity to
submit original work into competition," Gunlefinger said.
The winner will have his or
her work on display at Discovery Park for six months on
Art Wall,located in the lower
level of Discovery Center. A
complete packet of information
about submitting artwork can be
found on the Park's website at
www.discovetyparkofamerica.
corn under Exhibits. Entries
for the next contest must be
received by Oct. 30.0

each win $500.
All watercraft are invited to
participate. All players must
be checked in the dock at the
marina at Paris Landing State
Park by 4 p.m. on July 16.
For more information, call the
Chamber office at 731-6423431 or visit www.paristnchamber.com.

Sitting in the "Green Room"
at the Playhouse in the Park in
Murray, Shane Morton remembers fondly of his time as a
teenager performing there. The
Benton native - who currently
resides in Los Angeles - said
he performed in his "first real
musical" at PIP in 1986 but said
his roots to Central Park and
the community theater go back
even farther.
"My sister played softball here
and when I was 8 or 9 years old,
(PIP) performed 'Peter Pan'out
there in the wooded area," he
said."I saw (the actors) flying
in the air and said want to be
an actor!'"
Thirty years after performing at
the Murray community theater
for the first time, Morton will
be returning to present a charity
cabaret show called "Ginger in
the City," based upon his musings of his life.
He will perform at 8 p.m Friday,July 15 and Saturday, July
16. The show is a furidraiser for
PIP.
Although Morton has performed in all 50 states and in
Canada and Mexico,he said
his connection to the people of
Murray is one full of inspiration for him. Having attended
Murray State University as a
theater and vocal music major
and spending the years he did
at PIP, his beginnings in theater
started here.
"When I saw Lisa(Cope,
executive director for the PIP)
for the first time we both said
how familiar the other looked.
Turns out,she was my musical
director when I performed in
'Big River' with the Purchase
Players!" he said.
Over the year*, Morton mii4 he
liaglierfottritdinia.Patitt
tours; and directed ana c crieographed in 13 national tours.
He is also the author of a book
called "The Trouble with OffCampus Housing." The book
was released last March on
Amazon.
"It's (loosely) based upon my
college experiences, kind of a
supernatural mystery," he said.
"I call it my drag queen detective novel."
In between his accomplishments, he has come back home
to PIP.

Photo provided
Shane Morton will be presenting his cabaret show called "Ginger in the
City" Friday,July 15 and Saturday, July 16 at the Playhouse in the Park.

"Last time I performed here was
about 18 years ago in a one man
show," he said."I was getting
ready to take it to Florida and I
needed some feedback. I took
that feedback (from the PIP
show)and made changes before
I performed it in Florida."
Morton said that he feels that
he has become a sort of'gypsy"
through the years - traveling
from place to place performing
and choreographing - but has
settled in Los Angeles in recent
years.
"When I made the decision that
I was done with that (traveling
all over the country, performing) I took a job as a casting
director(for the family-oriented
Broadway on Tour)," he said.
"I said I'll take the job for a
year and then I met my husband."
The couple decided to move to
Los Angeles, where they live
now with their two dogs. Morton said he runs the box office
for the LA Opera where famous
tenor Placido Domingo is the
artistic director.
"I didn't have the desire to
pursue film or television but
I fell into a really great job,"
he said."I had to find creative
outlets though. Musical theater

has always been a big passion
of mine and in LA there's not
this type of community theater.''
so my husband and I make shod
films together."
7 Morton said the LGBT shorts
have different themes: comedy, horror, musical. He said it ,
opened the door to film festivals"
for him.
"From there, I fell into the caba?
ret world," he said."I started
doing cabaret for Kady's
a dog charity. I've also sung in
other fundraisers."
For "Ginger in the City,"
Morton said that he has chosen., „
some musical theater standards
that may not be well known to
the audience.
"The music is by women like „
Annie Lennox,the Indigo Girls
and from Broadway's 'Wicked.'
I don't change the pronouns because they fit my life," he said.
"I talk about my dating life, I'm
unapologetic about who I am
and the show is about me."
;
Tickets for the dessert cabaret .
are $8. The performance will
be held inside the theater in a
special "Cabaret Room" created
for the event, he said.
For more information or tickets-,'
call 270-759-1752 or visit
www.playhousemurray.org.

Take us along with you! I4111LER &rnmES
Dallas and Ladean Willoughby recently
went on another road trip. This trip
included 3,650 miles covering the
original 13 states; Niagara Falls,under the
falls on Maid of the Mist;Bangor,Maine;
Acadia National Park;Cadillac Mountain;
Boston; New York City,Philadelphia;
Washington,D.C.; Chesapeake Bay Bridge
and Tunnel;Virginia Beach and the
Appalachian Mountains.This makes 32
states they have visited in the past two
years and a total of 10,150 miles traveled.
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Former Racer guard Canaan signs with Chicago
By JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
CHICAGO — Per media reports, including The Chicago
Sun-Times and The Chicago Tribune,former Murray State guard
Isaiah Canaan signed a two-year
contract worth $2.2 million to
play for the Chicago Bulls on
Tuesday night.
During the 2015-2016 NBA
season, Canaan played for the
Philadelphia 76ers, who finished a league worst 10-72. He
averaged 11.0 points and 2.3
rebounds in 77 games for the
Sixers.
Canaan joins the Bulls, who
have added guards Dwyane

Wade and Rajon Rondo this offseason after trading away guard
and former NBA MVP Derrick
Rose to the New York Knicks.
The Bulls selected Michigan
State guard Denzel Valentine,
The Associated Press College
Basketball Player of the Year, in
the 2016 NBA Draft.
The Bulls believe Canaan can
improve their long-range shooting. He made 36 percent of his
3-point attempts (176 of 485)
last season. Chicago ranked 21st
in the NBA last season with 651
3-pointers.
Canaan's contract calls for a
team option in the second year,
according to Chicago Tribune
Bulls writer K.C. Johnson.

After three seasons, Canaan
has averaged 9.4 points with
Philadelphia and Houston. He
was the 34th pick in the 2013
NBA Draft,

Grizzlies sign forward
Ennis to multiyear deal
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The
Memphis Grizzlies have signed
forward James Ennis to a multiyear contract.
The Grizzlies announced
the signing Wednesday. Terms
weren't disclosed.
The 6-foot-7 Ennis played a
combined 22 games for the Miami Heat, Grizzlies and New
Orleans Pelicans last season.
He averaged 7.2 points, 1.9 re-

bounds, 1.0 assists and 14.9
minutes per game.
Memphis had acquired Eiutis
and Mario Chalmers from Miami in a Nov. 10 trade that sent
guard Beno Udrih and forward
Jarnell Stokes to the Heat. Af
ter the Grizzlies waived Ennis
in March, he finished the season with New Orleans. In his
nine games with the Pelicans,
he averaged 15.9 points, 3.9
rebounds, 2.0 assists and 31.3
minutes per game.
The 26-year-old has played a
total of 84 regular-season NBA
games.
NOTE: Content from The Associated Press contributed to this
story. II
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Former Murray State guard Isaiah Canaan signed a two-year,
$2.2 million contract with the Chicago Bulls on Tuesday night.
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AREA SPORTS ROUNDUP

YOUTH BASEBALL

Champions crowned

Ski Nuts earn 21
medals, 13 gold
Staff Reports

Submitted Photo
The Cardinals were the regular season and tournament champions of the Murray Youth Baseball & Softball Association Pinto
National League in 2016 Team members include (first row, from left) Tyler Marcum, Will Lanier, Caleb Dudley, Carter Wilson,
Ben Nix,(second row, from left) Connor Pile, Caden Estes, Pierce Bramley, Logan Dodd, Kyler Wolfe, Simon Rickman, Trent
Jones,(third row, from left) Coach Scott Pile and Coach Chris Jones.

GOLF

Enough Olympic talk: It's
time for the British Open
The Associated Press
TROON. Scotland — Jordan
Spieth, going for the third leg
of the career Grand Slam, spent
more time talking about a golf
course he will never see.
The majority of his press
conference was taken up with
questions about the Olympics in
Rio de Janeiro and why he chose
not to play. Spieth knew that
was coming. It was only when
he was leaving the room that
the 22-year-old Texan smiled
and said to no one in particular,
"Do we have a tournament this
week?"
Finally, yes.
;- Cohn Montgornerie, who
lived across the street from RoyTroon when his father was the
Vub secretary, hits the first tee
ahot when the British Open begins on Thursday. That should
ptit to rest three days of consterpation about another tournament
•— the Olympics — that doesn't
liave nearly the history or the
tradition of golf's oldest chainyionship.
- The International Golf Federation, run by former R&A chief
Fkter Dawson. took over Open
reek on Monday to announce
tftat Olympic qualifying had end41 and that Spieth (along with

WALTON — The Kentucky
Ski Nuts won 21 medals,including 13 gold, at the 2016 Kentucky State Water Ski Championships on Monday at Cruises
Creek Lake.
Several Ski Nuts established
new state records, including
Austin Collins of Murray in
the Boys 2 Jump Division (123
feet), Kassidy Hawkins of Paducah in the Girls 3 Slalom
Division (96 buoys), Carl Marquess of Paducah in the Men's
6 Tricks Division (2,750 points)
and Errol Bryant of Beeclunont
in the Men's 9 Tricks Division
(700 points) and Men's Slalom
Division (70 1/2 buoys).
Collins, Hawkins and Bryant
each claimed three gold medals,
while Marquess captured two.
All of them took their division
titles overall.
Jackson Hawes of Paducah
scored 2,110 points to win the
Men's 1 Trick Division and Pat
Coomes of Owensboro finished
first in the Men's 6 Jump Division (88 feet).
Bobby Hill of Murray earned
a medal in three different divisions — the Men's 5 Tricks,
Jump and Overall.
Collins was selected as the
Kentucky Junior Skier of the
Year for the second straight

Rory McElroy,Jason Day,Dustin
Johnson and 16 other men) was
not playing.
The next day,Spieth stood by
his decision ("health concerns")
and said his goal would be to
get to the Tokyo Games in 2020,
assuming the men are still in the

games. McElroy followed him
into the room and blasted golf
officials who for the last seven
years have preached the Olympics as an opportunity to grow
the game.
"I didn't get into golf to grow
the game," McElroy said. "I got

into golf to win championships,
and win major championships."
Even on Wednesday, the day
before the 145th Open began,
another press conference was
held with the IGF backdrop to
a. See OPEN, Page 9A

Area athletes race at Paris
Landing Sprint Triathlon
Six triathletes from Calloway
County competed in the Paris
Landing Sprint Triathlon held
Saturday at Paris Landing State
Park in Buchanan,Tenn.
The sprint course included a
500-meter swim, 14-mile bike
and a 3-mile run.
Russ Shemberger, of Murray, won second place in the
50-54 age group. Shemberger
is coached by FTP Triathlon
Coaching in Hendersonville,
Tenn. He also is a certified
USAT coach for FTP.
Other local triathletes who
raced at Paris Landing were Justin Menees, second place in the
30-34 age group; Sherry Crittendon,third place in the 55-59 age
category; Susan Adams; Allen
Besand; and Sam Steger. III

SPORTS BRIEFS

Tryouts, meetings
scheduled for fall
high school teams
Staff Reports
The Calloway County High
School golf team will hold tryouts for boys and girls in grades
6-12 from 3:30-5:30 p.m. Friday
at Oaks Country Club.
Health physicals must be
completed and be on file at the
school office or brought to the
first tryout.
For more information, contact the CCHS Board of Education at (270) 762-7300.

Tigers, Lady Tigers slate
meeting for golf team

AP Photo
Jordan Spieth plays out of a sand trap on the 18th green during a practice round ahead of the
British Open on Wednesday at Royal Troon Golf Club in Troon, Scotland.

season. Comes picked up the
Kentucky Member of the Year
Award.
All of these skiers are qualified to compete in the Southern
Regional Water Ski Championships from July 20-24 at Lymanland Lake in Tuscaloosa,
Ala. The Southern Regional
Water Ski Championships is one
of five qualifiers for the U.S.
National Water Ski Championships, which will take place in
August in Boise,Idaho.

The Murray High School golf
team has scheduled a meeting
for boys and girls in grades 7-12
who are interested in trying out
for the squad.
The meeting will take place
at 6 p.m. today at MHS.
All interested golfers should
attend the meeting with a parent.
For more information, contact Murray High golf head
coach Amy McDowell by calling (270) 293-0795.

CROSS COUNTRY
MHS harriers schedule
Informational meeting
The Murray High School
cross country team has set a
meeting for boys and girls in
grades 7-12 who are interested
in trying out for the squad.
The meeting will take place
at 6 p.m. today at MI-IS.

All interested runners should
attend the meeting with a parent.
For more information, contact Murray High cross country
head coach Emily Chipman by
emailing ernily.chipman@murray.kyschools.us or calling(240)
298-5660.

Calloway County amends
practice schedule
The Calloway County High
School cross country team will
begin practicing with boys and
girls in grades 6-12 at midnight
Friday,the first official time KHSAA cross country teams are allowed to hold workouts.
Health physicals must be
completed and be on file at the
school office or brought to the
first tryout.
For more information, contact CCHS head coach Jonathan
Grooms by sending email to
jonathan.grooms@calloway.kyschools.us.

BOYS SOCCER
Tigers looking for players
to compete in 2016
The Murray High School
boys soccer team is seeking
players for the 2016 season.
Interested players should
contact Tigers head coach Martin Son by email at mar1in.son4
murraylcyschools.us before July
20 to setup a tryout and receive
information.
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Wednseday's Remits
No games scheduled,Al-Star Break
Urfa Genies
No games scheduled,NI-Star Break
FTidaY's Gams
Texas at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m.
Boston at N.Y. Yankees,6:05 p.m.
Baltknore at Tampa Bay 8:10 p.m.
Kansas City at Detroit, 8:10 p.m.
Cleveland at Minnesota, 7:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at LA Angers, 9:05 p.m.
Toronto it Oaldand,9:05 p.m.
liouston at Seattle, 910 p.m.
Saturday's Gimes
Rum at Chicago Cube, 120 p.m.
Boston at N.Y. Yankees, 3:05 p.m.
Toronto at °Wand,3:05 p.m.
Houston at Seattle, 3:10 p.m.
Baltimore at Tampa Bay, 5:10 p.m.
Cleveland at Minnesota, 13:10
8141888 City at Detroit,6:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at LA. Angels, 8705 p.m
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct ss
Washington
54
36 .600
New York
47
41
.534
6
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6
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16
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38
51
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1
2
Arizona
38
52 .422
19
Wisdrissisfs Results
No games scheduled,AN-Star Break
Today's Games
No games scheduled,All-Star Break
Friday's Games
Texas at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m.
• Mete at Philadelphia, 8:0S
Pittsburgh at Washington,605 p.m.
Atihmukee at Cincinnati, 6:10 p.m.
Colorado at Atlarda, 8:35 p.m.
Miami at St. Louis, 7:15 p.m.
LA Dodgers at Artrona, 8:40 pm.
San Francisco at San Diego, 9:40 p.m.
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"We looked at the holes,and on
paper it looked relatively simpk,"
venue, this place really shows its
Masters champion Danny Willett teeth."
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said."But you start knocking it in
a couple of the bunkers, up near
the faces, the bunker design is a
little bit sneaky."
The closing holes into the
wind can be a three-club difference.
"You can see when it's flattened out, you can have a go at
the golf course," he said. "But if

you get it breezy,like in any Open

The record score at Royal Troon is 12-under 272 when
Leonard won in 1997.
McIlroy has been feisty this
week. Along with taking on the
purpose of golf in the Olympics,
he leas annoyed by a newspaper
headline that referenced the Fab
Four and suggested he was close
to becoming Ringo Starr, regarded as the least of four Beatles.

LeBron James leads call to
end gun violence at ESPYs
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Wednesday's Results
New York 86, Atlanta 62
Connecticut 96,Indiana 64
LDS Angeles 77, Chicago 87
Phoenix 78, Was=74
Games
No games scheduled
Fridrfs Games
Los Angeles st Connecticut,6 p.m
Atlanta at indent,6 p.m.
New York at lAlmsenta,7 p.m.
Ulm at Otimm. 7:S) p.m.
Washington at re9 p.m.
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SPORTS AWARDS
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was only two years ago that
McIlroy ended the summer of
2014 by winning two straight majors and leaving no question who
was No. I. Spieth, Day and Johnson have combined to win four of

Awards on Wednesday night
when frivolity gave way to a
James-led call to end gun
lence and racial profiling.

The show honoring the
year's best athletes and sports
moments opened on a somber
note, with James and fellow
NBA stars Carmelo Anthony,
Chris Paul and Dane Wade
standing four abreast on stage
addressing the recent shootings
of blacks by white police offi-

cers.
"The urgency to create
change is at an all-time high,"
Anthony said.
Paul, the nephew of a police officer, recited the names
of several men who have been
fatally shot. Wade urged a stop
to racial profiling, a shoot-tokill mentality and "not seeing
the value of black and brown
bodies."
"Enough is enough," he said.
James echoed Wade, noting,
"We all feel helpless and frustrated by the violence."
James urged his fellow pros

to educate themselves and renounce violence while using
their resources and time to help
strengthen and rebuild their
communities.
"We all to have do better,"
he said.
Golden State star Stephen
Curry thanked the quartet for
their message while accepting
the night's first award for record-breaking performance. He
hit 402 3-pointers during the
regular season.
James won male athlete and
championship
performance
for the third time in his career
and his fifth trophy as top NBA

while fighting leukemia foCrl

1/2 years. During the commtcial break, Shaquille
Charles Barkley and Reggie
Miller joined Sager and BidOn
on stage for a photo.
The Pat Tillman Awitd
for Service was presented '.tio
Paralympic swimmer Sgt. Elizabeth Marks for her strength
through adversity and continued service to her country.
Singer Justin Timberlake
gave the Icon Award to Klre
Bryant, Peyton Manning agd
Abby Wambach, all of whraln
retired from their respective
sports this year.

SECOND HALF: Playoff
push,trade talk, healing stars
The Associated Press
David Ortiz is set to get
booed at Yankee Stadium,Chris
Sale is ready to resume striking
out Kris Bryant and the Kansas

Salvador Perez, All-Star Game
MVP Eric Hosmer and the defending champ Royals are hovering at 45-43.

Deal or No Deal

Will Aroldis Chapman soon
be closing somewhere else?
road back to the playoffs.
Can Jonathan Lucroy catch on
Now that the All-Star fun
with a contender? How about
is finished, a look at what's on
Gonzalez? Could Drew
Carlos
League
as
Baseball
Major
deck
makes the turn and heads home Pomeranz or Jake Odorizzi be
starting a new chapter?
toward October
Plenty to track before the
Pennant Push
Aug. 1 deadline to make trades
All eyes will be on Joe Mad- without waivers. Last year, a
don and his Cubs as they chase lot of big names moved in the
their first World Series crown final week - Yoenis Cespedes,
since 1908. They're in prime Johnny Cueto and Troy Tulowposition so far - Jake Arrieta, itzki, among them.
Bryant and Co. hold the bigThis year, several elite teams
gest lead at the break, up seven need bullpen help. The Yankees
games over St. Louis in the NL have two of the top targets in
Central.
Chapman and Andrew Miller. A
The Cubs have never won few more wins might quiet all
a title while at Wrigley Field. the trade noise, Miller said.
All those past failures? "That's
"We can shut down those rusomething we don't really dis- mors,and I think that's the goal.
cuss very often," Arrieta said.
That's what need to do. That's
Only one division race closer what we should do," the lefty
than five games: The AL East, said.
with Baltimore up two on BosHeal or No Heal
ton and Toronto. Ortiz got a
Clayton Kershaw,Zack Grelot of love this week, but what
Big Papi really wants is one inke and Craig Kimbrel come
more swing in the postseason. out of the break on the disabled
The Red Sox begin the second list, as do Felix Hernandez, Mihalf Friday night in the steamy chael Brantley and several Texas pitchers.
Bronx.
Quite a scramble is shaping
How fast the likes of Jordan
up for wild-card spots - 18 Zimmemiann, Wade Davis,
teams are within five games of Matt Carpenter and others can
the slots. World Series MVP effectively come back might deCity Royals are facing a rugged

termine how far their teams go.
The defending NL champion
Mets had already lost captain
David Wright and former ace
Matt Harvey for the season and
power-hitting Lucas Duda for a
long time when slugger Yoenis
Cespedes and hard-throwing
Noah Syndergaard recently got
hurt in the same game.
"I don't want it to sound like
woe is me," Mets manager Terry Collins said,"but woe is us."

Step It Up!
Andrew McCutchen, Prince
Fielder and Giancarlo Stanton
are among several stars who
slumped through the first half.
Jose Bautista, Jason Heyward
and Dallas Keuchel also have
been shaky.
All over the majors. AllStars who haven't performed
1
2 months to rethat way get 2/
turn to form.
A big second half by Justin
Upton could propel Detroit in
the playoff chase, same for Yordano Ventura in KC and Adam
Wainwright in St. Louis.

FIY, Ball, Fly
Home runs are at a point
that rivals the peak of the Steroids Era, but Commissioner
Rob Manfred isn't worried that
PEDs are juicing performances.
The increase "takes place
against the backdrop where
Major League Baseball does
22,000 drug tests a year," he
said.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant

ffok

'Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake'

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
WA Open 8 am.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday

the last six majors,and McIlroy is
now at No.4 in the world.

more times than not. •

was killed in a drive-by shouting on his way home from a
basketball game where Zaevion
was honored.
"I'm here to fight back,"
Dobson said. "We as a country
need to take a stand to consider
the effects of gun violence on
the families throughout America."
Tears welled in the eyes of
several athletes who applauded
her comments.
"We need to rewrite laws to
make it harder for people to get
guns," Dobson said. "All the
athletes in this room, you have
a lot of power. People look up
to you, I know Zaevion did. I
urge you to think tonight about
why he died and what you can
do tomorrow to prevent the
next innocent man or woman
from being lost."
In video comments, President Barack ()barna said, "It's
up to all of us to build a country that's worthy of Zaevion's
promise. That's what we owe
him. That's what we owe all
our kids."
Vice President Joe Biden
presented TNT sideline reporter Craig Sager with the Jimttiy
V Award for Perseverance t6r
his strength and detenninatitin

MLB

It

"I can't worry about other
guys," McIlroy said. I'm pretty
confident that if I go out and play
my best golf I'm going to win

vio-

player. He shared the team and
best moment awards with his
Cavaliers teammates, who upset Golden State to deliver the
first championship for Cleveland in 52 years.
In accepting best moment,
James brought teammates Kyrie Irving and Kevin Love on
stage, where he saluted Pro
Football Hall of Famer Jim
Brown for his early social activism in the hardscrabble city.
Breanna Stewart won best
female athlete on her third try,
beating WNBA MVP Elena
Delle Donne and two Olympians, swimmer Katie L,edecky
and gymnast Simone Biles.
Stewart helped UConn win a
fourth straight NCAA basketball championship before going
to the WNBA.
In her speech,Stewart called
for equality for female athletes.
"Female athletes don't receive half the fame. I know
everyone in this room loves
and supports women and girls
in sports and wants to be a part
of that change, right?" she said.
"Equality for all takes each of
us making an effort. Together
let's be better."
WWE star John Cena hosted
the show from Microsoft Theater In downtown Los Angeles.
In one of the night's most
emotional moments, Zaevion
Dobson, a 15-year-old high
school football player from
Knoxville,Tennessee, was honored posthumously with the
Arthur Ashe Courage Award
for giving his life to shield two
young women from gunfire last
year. His mother,Zenobia Dobson, and two brothers accepted
the trophy from Curry, with last
year's honoree Caitlyn Jenner
joining the standing ovation.
Dobson told the audience
four months after her son's
death his 12-year-old cousin

Clic:wad Mondays, except Holidays
LWOW Approx. 15 Mites South of Murray eft HWY 121

sons

wirnceypreatopringiretiorteorn
SIM Oared & Operstod by the Wham Family

270-436-5495
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SPX= FREAKS
A couple questions
we had to ask - ourselves
Of the non-winners not currently
Inside the Chase cutoff, who Is
the best bet to win a race?
GODSPEAK: Give me Kasey
Kahne (18th), because Kasey
can win a race. He's overdue
for a win.
KEN'S CALL: Kyle Larson (19th
in points) has three top-fives,
so statistically I'll go with
him.

IN

THIS WEEK

ir VI
NOltiPN
IV

3THINGS WE LEARNED
FROM KENTUCKY
Monis Johnson is AM searching for answers
to recent WINS. AP FILE

Forget Junior, what about
Jimmie?
Jimmie Johnson's struggles for much
of 2016 have largely taken place outside
the spotlight's glare. Two reasons for
this: 1. He did win twice in the first five
weeks (Atlanta and Fontana), which puts
him two up on Junior In the W column.
And 2. When you're sailing in Junior's
orbit, you tend to get overshadowed in
good times and bad.

Any chance Martin Trues Jr. Is
ridding himself of all bad luck
before the Chase?
GODSPEAK: We're talking
about the guy I picked to win
the title. He will be fine.
KEN'S CALL: Like Harvick two
years ago, maybe. Or, you
know, maybe not.
Well keep asking, can Junior get
It together?
GODSPEAK: Winning will cure
all of )unior's problems. I
think he is saving up for
September.
KEN'S CALL: We're 18 races
into 2016, with too many
Issues. Making the Chase is
his top-end this year.

ONLINE EXTRAS
newslournalonline.
cem/nascar

Thc putH

Dale Earnhardt Jr. makes a pit stop for more tires at Kentucky Speedway. Goodyear brought the hardest tires
It could make to keep them from blistering on Kentucky's new asphalt surface. AP/T1MOTHY D. EASLEY

1. Hard tires

2. Crazy eight

3.'Brad Speedway'

Goodyear went to "old
reliable" by using super-hard
tires at Kentucky Speedway to
avoid tire issues. "It was the
hardest thing on the planet,"
three-time Cup Series champion Tony Stewart said after
the race. "The NHL doesn't
have anything on them on a
hard puck."

Matt Kenseth finished
eighth at Kentucky Saturday
night and was genuinely
pleased the way his No. 20
Toyota handled. "It's the best
we ran In two months, really,"
he said."I thought we had
a top-3 to a top-5 car." Fuel
mileage was Kenseth's undoing at Kentucky.

Brad Keselowski has 21
career NASCAR Cup Series
wins and three of those have
been earned at Kentucky.
Since Kentucky has hosted
only six Cup races, Keselowski
has won half those races
staged at the 1.5-mile oval
since 2011. He has won every
other year since 2012.

3THINGS
TO WATCH

Onascardaytona
Questions? Contact Godwin
Kelly at godwin.kellygnewsjral.com or Ken Willis at ken.
willisCgnews-jrnl.com

SPRINT CUP POINTS
1. Kevin Harvick
2. Brad Keselowski
3. Kurt Busch
4. Carl Edwards
5. Joey Logano
6. Kyle Busch
7. Martin •Ruex Jr.
8. Chase Elliott
9. Jimmie Johnson
10. Matt Kenseth
11. Denny Hamlin
12. Ryan Newman
13. Dale Earnhardt Jr.
14. Austin Dillon
15. Jamie McMurray
16. Trevor Bayne
17. Kasey Kahne
18. Ryan Blaney
19. Kyle Larson
20. AJ Allmendinger
21. Ricky Stenhouse Jr.
22. Greg Biffle
23. Paul Menard
24. Danica Patrick
25. Aric Almiroia
26. Clint Bowyer
27. Casey Mears
28. Landon CassIll
29. David Ragan
30. Tony Stewart

Is this unprecedented for the
No.48?

- Godwin Kelly, godwin.kelly@news-jrnl.com

facebook.com/
nascardaytona

599
595
583
566
533
521
514
492
484
477
472
463
461
460
439
429
423
415
412
398
389
359
343
327
325
322
279
271
263
248

QUISTIONS & ATTITUDIE
Compelling questions.., and maybe a few
actual answers

1. Streaks

Our Research Dept. shows that since
a third-place finish at Richmond In late
April, Jimmie has had one top-10 in nine
starts. Three finishes of 32nd or worse in
the past five races. We had to dig back
to 10-race stretch in 2004, when he had
six finishes of 32nd or worse.

So he stays in your weekly
top-10 ranking down below?
It's tempting to bump him, but there's
too much history. Our Research Dept.
also tells us, after all, after that bad
stretch in '04, Jimmie won three straight
and four of the next five. But give it a
couple more weeks, and we may punt
history to the wall.
Ken Willis has been
covering NASCAR for
The Daytona Beach
News-Journal for 27
years. Reach him at ken.
willisTnews-Jrnl.com

FEUD OF THE WEEK

There are several interesting streaks in Cup Series
racing right now, but the two
most interesting belong to
Brad Keselowski and Kurt
Busch. Keselowski is on a tworace winning streak with wins
at Daytona and Kentucky.
Busch has finished every lap
of all 18 races staged to date.
There have been 5,202 laps
run this season and Busch has
finished each one. He Is the
last man standing in this Ironman category.

2. Real standings
The points standings on
the left side of this page are
the points standings, but
are not the standings being
tracked by NASCAR Cup Series
competitors. The real standings have Brad Keselowski at
the top of the board with four
wins this season,followed by

ri
Elliott
Kurt Busch has every reason to smile because he is the only driver to
complete every lap of NASCAR Cup Series competition this season.
GETTY IMAGES/SARAH CRABILL

Kyle Busch with three victories. Tony Stewart is 11th in
the Chase standings thanks
to that win at Sonoma. Jamie
McMurray is on the bubble
based on points.

3. Rookie battle
Every so often we have to
remind you of the tremendous
battle for NASCAR Sprint Cup
Series Rookie of the Year

honors. The two kids way out
front here are Chase Elliott,
who right now is qualified for
the Chase playoffs, and Ryan
Blaney, who is just beyond the
cut line. They crashed each
other out at Kentucky. Not
surprisingly, four of the five
rookie contenders crashed at
Kentucky.
- Godwin Kelly, godwin.
kellYgnews-jrni.com

GODWIN'S PICKS FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE
WINNER: Brad
Keselowski
REST OF TOP 5: Matt
Kenseth, Dale Earnhardt Jr., Kyle Busch,
Joey Logano
FIRST ONE OUT:
Regan Smith

DARK HORSE: Kasey
Kahne
DON'T BE SURPRISED
IF: “Kez" and his
super-hot No. 2
Ford make It three
straight Cup Series
wins.

Godwin Kelly is the Daytona
Beach News-Journal's
motorsports editor and
has covered NASCAR for 30
years. Reach him at godwin.
kellyTnews-Jrnl.com

IL

Blaney

CHASE ELLIOTT VS. RYAN BLANEY: Blaney
tried to go three-wide on Lap 88 at Kentucky and sent both Elliott and himself
Into the outside wall. "I really didn't
know how that was going to work,"
Elliott said.
GODWIN KELLY'S TAKE: Chalk this one
up to a rookie mistake that cost two
rookies. Blaney got caught in the heatof-the-moment restart. One of them
deals, as they say.
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WHAT'S ON TAP?
SPRINT CUP: New Hampshire 301
SITE: New Hampshire Motor Speedway
(1.058 mile oval)
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice(NBC
Sports Network, 11:30 a.m.), qualifying
(NBCSN,4:45 p.m. Saturday, practice
(CNBC,10 a.m.; NBCSN, 12:30 p.m.).
Sunday, race(NBCSN Sports, coverage
begins at 1 p.m., green flag at 1:45 p.m.)
XF1NITY: AutoLotto 200
SITE: New Hampshire Motor Speedway
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice (NBCSN,
1 p.m. and 3 p.m.). Saturday, qualifying
(NBCSN, 11:15 a.m.), race(NBCSN,4 p.m.)
1
11

Check

Kf N WILLIS' TOP 10 NASCAR DRIVER RANKINGS
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Ledger & Times 270-753-1916 •

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Murray Ledger & limes
Classified Manager

(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver
file publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

$750/MONTH

270-293-9690

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE &
FARM RAISED BEEF
Saturday At
Downtown Farmers
Market
Comer of 5th & Maple
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
270-753-3187
Sweet Corn. Peaches
and
Cream
and
Honey Select. 4290
Wlswell Rd. Down
town Lynn Grove,
and 1410
Glendale. 270-2264208 270-293-3919.

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any
error should be reported immediately so
corrections can be
made.
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To Place An Ad'
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753email'

753-1916

Spring Creek Health Care &
Rehabilitation Center
in Murray, KY has openings for
FULL TIME Certified or Non-Certified
Nursing Assistant
for the 11:00 P.M. - 7:00 A.M shift

office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270)753-1927

s one
t two
le heatthem

VISA

BC
LI Ifying
ctice

71.).
Verage

45 p.m.)

edway
BCSN,
tlifyIng
N,4 p.m.)

Benefits include medical, dental and 401K
Requirements:
•Must be able to lift at least 50Ibs,
•Pass a background check
•Pass pre-employment & random
drug tests

to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.coni!

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

Rest of KY
$49.00
$90.00
$135.00

Check Money Order

Visa

MIC

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
Cook I $8.51/hr
Groundskeeper I 58.51/hr
Equipment Operator $8.51/hr
Administrative Assistant I 511.73/hr
Grounds Equipment Assistant 58.38/hr
Sanitation Equipment Operator 59.08/hr
Building Services Team Leader I 59.08/hr
(7) Building Services Technician I S8.38/hr

www murraystatejobs corn

Address
City
Zip

Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
• (270) 753-1916

products market who has called on
retailers.
Proven sales experience with interior
building products. (flooring products,
acoustical ceiling products and drywall
products)

SEND RESUME TO
P.O BOX 1040 E

=MY

Murray, KY 42071

•

No phone calls
•
•
•

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423

H&H Guns

▪ NM,

area

1997 Mobile Home 2B
1Ba on acre lot lake
area. $15,000 731363-5297

2BR, IBA duplex.
Furnished
270-7530259

used guns

Representative
Kentucky

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Matthew 455ee.
[ix Pre•Arrangament

1.1. I N

••••••
4311/ I

Itedotai,•
1/11ENly. Ma Ill Po
•
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Backed by our family's 180+ years alimenti
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

I
I.

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

**HOUSE FOR
RENT**
Craftsman Style House
3Bed 1NewBath,
Newly Updated,
Hardwood Floors.
223 E. Main Puryear,
TN $18500eposit
$500Mthy.
Call 270-753-2222
2Br 2Ba
Ne
w
I
Decorated.C/H/A
In county. $650/month.
Deposit required.
1yr lease. No pets.
270-293-7019.

!IBM.
TO

a ft ,.I

4Bdrm, 3ba, $1060
1802 A Valley Dr
270-753-8242
270-752-0313
No Utilities included
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

I

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

a

270-753-8556
1505(Mould Dr.
TOD 1-800-545-1833 .0283

'80 Units Al Size
Iffr ,t.
i4/7 Surveillance•

r

812 Whitnell Avenue• Murray

270-753-3853

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

MON-FRI

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 121h St.
•MIC Stange - 1900 N. 12th
Lien, Electricity, and 24/7 Swwiliance

•Gerlead &Mal Beat&KW-Swage - Hwy.94E
Climate Control
IFT6ARIANOTAA7(iiRf OF FOUR clOg.t,t. i".
1900A N. 12th St. P.O. Box 65 Murray. KY 42071
Office - 270 753 2905. Fax 270-7539505

gatIondtentals,.gmall.tom

8 00-4 00
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S AGiendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available'
Call 270-753-9999
Visit us online at
www S8Gproperty corn

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 121South
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNIT SIZE

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50
Commerical Prop. For Rent

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St.
Murray. KY

4.000
8,000
or 12.000
Sq. Ft. Available

270.293•7144

Or

www murraykyrentals corn
20FT FrostIess Freeze

$300. 270-753-2915
160
Horne FumisNngs
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

270-753-M6
CALL NICK( NOW

,1.,3

411

3BR. 1.5BA. W/D
hookups. shop South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
$400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

Cash paid for good, I

Cm_side
for the Southern

PRE-PLANNING

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109
2BR Duplexes

Wirt to Buy •

Apply online & view additional details at

•

YOUR AD RERE!

HOURS

140

Looking for energetic,
highly motivated individual with a
sales background in the building

Name

State

www.rudolphtire.com/jobs

$85.00
$110.00
$160.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

murrayeyecare corn

119 E MAIN ST
1 270,753 6266

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgerscom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray. area
itib listings. Thank sou

Women/minorities encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, WF/D, AA employer

Out of State

308 S. 12th
Murray
270-759-2500

you for your business'

pec,altet & Funeral Director

DISCLAIMER

Full-time Job vacanciesit Murray Campus

$39.00
$65.00
$119.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

Apply at:
2021 Rob Mason Rd.
Murray, KY 42071

Subscribe today

Local Delivery
edway

Starting pay:
$9/hr

.Kevin Adams

1-800-729-0524

-r

FULL-TIME
WAREHOUSE POSITION

•Eyegtasses
'Contacts
'Eye Disease

Truck Drivers to run from
Western Kentucky and
Southwest Indiana to
Virginia and back to
Midwest.
Please call RCS Transport
at

MURRAY-C.A.1-ILADIVVAir

or stop by o

Thank

Q,Eyecare Specialties

Transport, L.L,C

I

emurrayiedg

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE OWNLH

RCS

working Monday through Friday.
Spring Creek has a highly-skilled staff
who focuses on providing our residents
specialized quality care to live a full,
healthy life.
If you are person whose passion is
caring for others then we would love for
you to join our team.
Please go to our website
www.murrayhospital.org to apply.
We offer competitive wages and benefits,
EOE
't

L

TAKING Applications
for
Lawn Tech.
St 0-$12/hr.
Dnvers License
required.
Call between the hours
of 8am - 10am.
270-978-7157.

Nursing Assistants

begat"
he*

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURF-iAl

Help Wound

Specials
for all your
advertising
needs.

CLASSIFIEDS

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

060

Display ad

060
1.1•19 WNW

File

r: Blaney
8 at Kenhimself
lidn't
)rk,"

TWO entombment's
crypts
in
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
Mausoleum Building/
outside. Numbers 19
and 20 for further information call 270-7535755

1

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit.
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

PROFESSIONAL
Office
Space
for
Physicians, Dentists,
Attomeys. Great location near 12th and
Sharpe St. 2,500 Sq.
Ft. Large parking area.
1-404-313-1051.

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

IX2
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 11100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1918.

Check the Murray
Ledger & Tirpes for all
your updates!

YOUR AD HERE'

Murray Ledger & Times
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PUBLIC AUCTION

•

[glamsofted
FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Spacious
5 Bedroom,
4 Bath Home

DIRECTIONS: 641 NORTH TO RADIO ROAD (1824) TO PLEASANT HILL
DRIVE FOLLOW TO SALE SITE. SIGNS POSTED.

Call 270-752-0477

THE FAMILY HAD BOXED THE DISHES, POTS AND PANS, LINEN,
TRINKETS, CHINA, SO WE ARE REALLY NOT SURE WHAT ALL IS IN
THE BOXES. THERE ARE SEVERAL BOXES 4PC HIGH POST BEDROOM SUIT, 4PC BEDROOM SUIT, 3PC BEDROOM SUIT, QUEEN ODD
BED, NICE LEATHER COUCH, LEATHER RECLINERS, DINING TABLE
W/6 CHAIRS, CHINA CABINET, ODD CHINA CABINET, LAMP TABLES,
SMALL CEDAR TRUNK, ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, GRANDFATHER
CLOCK, VERICHRON CHIME CLOCK, ODD CHAIR, SERGER SEWING
MACHINE, KIRBY VACUUM CLEANER, MICROWAVE, KEROSENE
LAMPS, ODD LAMPS, TRIPLE MIRROR, OLD DOUGH BOARD AND
DOUGH BOWL, BIRD BATH, CONCRETE ITEMS

'Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

Call 753-5606
weekly & special pockups
ocalty owned/operated

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS

Hill Appliance
Repair

A-AFFORD-

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

EXCAVATION
a TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs

tmi1 :1
Geavei-Drt-s,o0

nretralatim
Rap*
Dirt,&told,
Mg/shock.
Send & Mulch

-;
TONY ttLwi,

"BIG or small
Ted Hogs them All"
Call or Text
Ted
214-766-79

THIS IS PART OF A TWO DAY AUCTION
and may not get it all sold In two days!!
COME JOIN US FOR THIS HUGE AUCTION, INSIDE BLG,
CHAIRS AND FANSIIIII

moorte's
concrete

NOTE EARLY START TIME 9:00 am
Several soap box cars, Ken Holland Prints, Chairs, Buffet,
China Cabinet,
Tools of all kinds, several hammers, wrenches,
screwdrivers, scokets, ratchets, tool cabinets, tool boxes,
old collector wrenches, Craftsman and Snap ON
Glassware- Fostoria (Several pieces of American, Amber,
Smoke, Teal, Holly and others) Wexford, Milkglass, Pink
Depression, Blue Carnival punch bowl, stand and cups, Carnival
Iris, Several pieces of Silverplate, Noritake (croydon, Marguerite,
Cavalier, Croydon, Royce, Ivory Virginia, The Ceylon)
Marietta-Envoy, Sherwood (Melrose, Kent, Winton, Acacia,
Castleton-Sovereign,Haviland (Limoges,America-Gainsborough,
Forever Spring, Sylvia, Blue Garland, Apple Blossom, Montmery,
Arbor, Latemier, Meissmen Bavaria, woodfield, Spode Sheffield,
Waterford, Moon Stone, Fenton, Cranberry, England and
Germany plates, Homer Laughlin, JPL France, UC France,
Royal Doulton, Imperial, Mikasa, Knowles, Stratwood,
International Silver Co, Royal Rose, and much much more.
Sterling silver and silver plate items.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS (ESTATES,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT, HOUSES, ETC)CONTACT:

CHAV1S
REAL ESTATE& AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or CEO 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer • KY% P2521

www.chavisarctions.com

*Driveways
*Patios
'Stamping
'Garages
'Dirt Work
*Lt. & Ins.

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
linusing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sibiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference limitation Of discrimiution based on race, allot', rebOet.sex, handicap, familial status or national ,nn. or intention to nuke any such references. limitAions ordiscranriabon.
State laws forbid discrinntriabon
in the sale rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under *deal law.
We will knowingly accept ins
advertising Mt real eta* which
assure vinistion of the law. All
persons are herebv informed
that al dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity bass
Fair
1-10ustnit, Advertising nsquire
merits contact NAA Counsel
Sera? Waft (7(11) 6414-1000

Lots For Stile

Kentuck
Beautiful
Lake water front lots.
Private Setting, dock
able, deep water. 1.22
acre for $135,000 and
2.47 acre for $155,000.
Call 731-693-1113.

LOT For Sale- Wooded
lot on quiet cul-de-sac
in city, perfect for
walkout basement,
Oakhill Dr. 270-9780876.
460
Homes For Sole

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV")
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Time
270-753-1916

75
3
6
5

'Insured "Sr Discount
"Free Estimates
'Member of "A" Rating
on Angie's List

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Roors
Braces & %co Joists
Rerncdeing & Plumbing

*Mow an4 triftt you&
Woaltiaj ow as farslogl
*Clean up anid owtrioos peojants
Fres Einttimm tea

PIS wrau.s

Over 28 Years
Experience

(ETA)

2'70-2013 34011

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

Seiling your
motorcycle or ATV?

-1PRESSURE WASHIar

AlSbingfes iland NvA9T2'

e•Coms

Call us, we'll be glad
to help.

-CONCRETE -SIDING -DECKS
Locally Owned & Operated Murray, KY

Murray Ledger & Tunes
270-753-1916

Brandon Wells
270-293-1279

WM Mil Eli NMI INN INN IIIN ENO NMI EMI MN

Say'HAPPY BIRTHDAY
to someone special!

•

0 •
.
•4

'IA If ft!, With rh1 110

MN IMP

T77 \TK YOU

WI Do insurance Work
'las-ter-2ft Ac:Lertrn:

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

$ 29

DO avoscApbtic

ACROSS
Deliberate
1
Loses weight
5
Antithetical
10
Principle
12
Cordurqy feature
13
Furious
14
Fury
15
Vine growth
16
Court activity
18
Eroded
20
Bear in the air
21
Seth MacFarlane film
23
Muse count
24
Ignored the limit
26
Market indicator
28
Backgammon need
29
Juan PerOn's wife
31
Muscle connector
32
Strain
36
Deplore
39
Rocker John
40
Hackneyed
41
Mouse activity
43
Was frugal
44
Battle vehicles
45
Towel word
46
DOWN
Nautical pole
1
River through Nantes
2
Bygone
3
Funny fellow
4
Sax great Getz
5
Give for a bit
6
Thankless person
7
Deserved
8
Did salon work
9
No longer working
11
Snaky shape
17
Convent resident
19
Climbs
22
Short book
24
Words from a
25
would-be participant
Signing need
27
Sense
28

•PRESSWE

14deruhve

•lawAl C4et
•Revee.vrut
Avs

•Handyman Services
"Yard Work

GARY W. DICK

'Pressure Washing

ELECTRIC

*Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270-227-0420
Licensed &
Insured

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service,Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

270-293-3248

Ask about our DIsolav ad
sDedaIs
for all your advertising needs.
753-1916

7

Answer to previous puzzle

1 94
8 7,6
5 2,3
742
3 1 8
659
23 1
485
96 7

8
2
59

736 58 2
254 3 1 9
98 1 746
593 1 68
4 6 2 97 5
1 78 234
649 857
3r2,7 6 9 1
815 4 2 3

•
•
DIffisay Levi•

6
7

Difficu tY Level ***

IM4 tam am/ ism Isaisalsess
•Lartd-miefe pnizintstwaffte-e
tosmissis

From Weddings, Deaths, or New Babies
tell someone Thank You.

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid wtth
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row. each (Daum, and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

4
65
9

8
45
3 9

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

•Landaicafisurnasav and existiAg

270-436-5959

1
2

270-293-5949
,

GRos6coacis
(111Ara_l_mr_ itita

*Drywall •Painting
Tile •Flooring -Decks

By Dave Green

ConcepttsSudoKu

For further assistance with

/Ma ANEW
•••••111M1r.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

SUDOKU
8

We toll sow it!

CONSISTENCY
Al.
ONLY $10000
PER MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIES
AlIVENTISINO

All Aspects of
Remodeling
-Home !man.emus
•Bath 'Kitchen
di Additions

Cal/74ff SCOTT
270-978-7/57

Lake Property

2

uci

You grow it,

KENTUCKY LAKE
FIEMODELING.COM

Jeff Meese
9.31-289-9233

•I/e'

Beautiful view at the
mouth of Blood River
on 1 acre. 453tt water
front, deep water year
round, boat dock. 2Br,
2Ba, Incline Elevator.
Call 270-293-5674.

JCJ Construction
Home Remodel &
Repair. Framing, roofing, siding, doors and
windows, deck and
awnings, drywall hanging and Finnish, painting, flooring, cab and
Insured.
counters.
Phone 270-226-5581,
call or text 608-3060053.

•Commeaciaz

440

Red Estate

Estmiltes

-(270)293-8686

TOOLS, TOOLS, TOOLS, and GLASSWARE and more
GLASSWARE, FURNITURE and MUCH MORE!!!!

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Free

293-4020

Pummis

270-293-4256

Friday, July 15th • 9:00 AM
Saturday, July 16th • 9:00 AM
201 Popular St. Murray, KY 42071

12701

(270) 759-0890

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

HILL. SEPTIC

AUCTION

R/T
Lawn Service

(270) 226-0194

ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.

Two DAY

rem-

ilivand/Comereislitedisoli
!aims C.6.11Mosrs

Jason Hill

www.hillelectnc.com
436-5141

ore Ilm.mct,tc.I Controcters. LLC

Serving
West Kentucky

753-9562

Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove. KY
:70-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KY# P2248. TN# 2493 Firm 5815
www.darrellbeaneauctions.com

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

WWW.IIECMUKKAY.COM
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

(270)489-2839

Hill Electric

lffersis".644

(270) 759-0501

USED TIRES

TERMS OF AUCTION IS FULL SETTLEMENT DAY OF AUCTION WITH
CASH OR GOOD CHECK WITH PROPER ID ANY ANNOUNCEMENT
MADE THE DAY OF THE AUCTION TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER
PRINTED MATERIAL OR ANY OTHER ORAL STATEMENTS MADE
AUCTION COMPANY OR OWNERS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
ACCIDENTS. CONCESSION AVAILABLE

sr,

i

Gallirnore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Misti Meadows
subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club
Newly remodled
basement.
New furnace and
water heater.

SATURDAY JULY 16th, 2016 10:00 A.M.
323 PLEASANT HILL DR.
ALMO, KY 42020

Public Sale

[glet.on.

Murray
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ACTUAL AD

25 WORDS 2X2 AD SIZE
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ENOUGH
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Yesterday's answer
Skater Midori
Impetus
External
Must have
Punch
Printer's supplies
Stadium cry
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

MtMfg*

AIM

lecoldnii,harakdatillowsigb

311 06klielat0,1116
FRI.(7/15)&SAT.Mlles9AM-5PM
Malt tate %icy*.Dew*Wimpatm geamplisoiamai.
books,cloth*eindvalk440aktallialltiMmth

(270)
3-4020

15C/2 Hornittage Phan
Justcreand the curvehgatSpobsg Ondr Nirsing Home
FRL(7/15)& SAT.(7116)'7.AM-1
UNPACIONO YARD SALE/ Forget _1 am imamate!!
Come chock us cud

SALE
o 1312ESTATE
Larkspur Drive

nct eacistlA9

asee.
hr..

THURS.(7/14),FRI.(7/15) SE SAT.(7/16)
8 AM-2 PM

ot projects

Everything must go! Rugs on floor to pictures on watt.
Make Offer!

Se
your
orcycle or ADP

— COUNTY SALES —

IS, we'll be glad

to help.
iy Ledger & Times
70-753-1916

4205 St.Rt.121 South
2.11 WkspastER

FRL(7/15)&SAT.(7/16)•7AM-4PM
ibbacco headsets.knives,pots.SW.gaud,* seeder. metnam,tooh,
collectibles.COM- meat *hoer,boob,pato set,beach & dark bathe
cads & wedd book ast,caps&
cabaret.

ADULT
Malta•Connection. Reel Peopie. Flirty Chet Meet
singles right nowt Cal Livelnks. Try It FREE. Call
now. 1-888-979-2264.
ANTIQUES
35th Yeah BURUNGTON ANDQUE SHOW -10 mm.
south of Cincinnati. Sunday July 171n 6wn-3pm, 200+
dealers. Rain or Shane. (513) 922-8847 budinglonentiqueshow.corn
DIVORCE SERVICES
DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT chidren $150.00.
Includes BANKRUPTCY AND DEBT CONSOUDADON (it needed) SAVE hundreds. Fast and easy. 1888-388-4342, cal us TOLL FREE 24/7.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only $4397 00 - MAKE & SAVE
MONEY with your own bandmill - Cut lumber any
dimension. in Stock ready to ship. FREE Into/DVD:
www.NonvoodSawrnals.corn 1-800-578-1363 Ext
300N
FOR SALE - MISCELLANEOUS
Advertise your JOB OPENING, EVENT, ITEMS FOR
SALE, AUCTION etc in this newspaper plus 84 other
newspapers in KY for only $250. Save time and
money by making one call for all! For more information, contact the classified department of this newspaper or call KPS 1-502-223-8821, email:
sparry0kypress.com
HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIAUS Users! A cheaper
alternative to high drugstore prices! 50 Pill Special $99 FREE Shipping! 100 Percent Guaranteed. Call
Now 1-800-490-2790.
HELP WANTED
PEARL NOW HIRING - CSRs. Job Fair Tuesday, July
12th & Thursday, July 14th. Walk-in lOarn to 6pm.
1025 Bypass Road, Winchester. Starling at $10.52J1ir.
Plus Paid Benefits, EEO
HELP WANTED - SALES
EARN $500 A DAY: Insurance Agents Needed •
Leads, No Cold Calls • Commissions Paid Daily •
Lifetime Renewals • Complete Training • Health &
Dental Insurance • Life License Required. Call 1-888713-6020
INTERNET/PHONE SERVICE
AT&T U-Verse Internet starting at $15/month or TV &
Internet starting at $49/month for 12 months with 1 year agreement. Call 1- 800-445-6403 to learn more.
MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
MOBILE HOMES with acreage. Ready to move in.
Seller Financing (sub)ect to credit approval). Lots of
room for the price, 3Br 2Ba No renters. 859-9773970
SERVICES
DISH TV 190 channels plus Highspeed Internet Only
$49.94/mo! Ask about 3 year price guarantee &
Netflix included for 1 year! CALL 1-800-417-8079.
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED
APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High Demand! Get you
CDL Training in 16 days at Truck America Training
and go to work! State WIOA Grants and VA Benefits
Accepted. Tuition Financing Available. 1st yr. avg.
$40,000 per ATA (502)955-6388 or (866)244-3644.
CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS, NEW PAY
SCALE'NEW 389 Pete's 'Trucks set 0 70MPH
'Starting pay up to .52 CPM •Heatth Ins. .401K *Per
Diem Pay *tome Weekends. 800-648-9915 or
vAvw.boydandsons.com
HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign on bonus. Regional
flatbed. No tarp freight. Excellent pay and benefits
Owner/Ops welcome. Call 800-554-5661, ext 331.

Blanton Collier

Who would have thought when the Cleveland Browns won the NFL title back in
1964 that it would be another 52 years before the city would claim another major professional sports championship?
Though it might have seemed like a hundred years to some, it took the Cleveland
Cavaliers to rid Cleveland,sometimes called the "mistake on the lake," of the jinx.
When the Browns won Lyndon Johnson was.in the White House, and the Rock 'n
Roll Hall of Fame hadn't even been thought of, at least not in Cleveland. In fact many
of its inductees were years away from their first performance.
Lost in it all, almost relegated to a footnote, is a Kentucky connection.
Before the Cavaliers win,the Browns were prominent in that they had been the last.
Often referred to as "the Jim Brown-led" team, little, if any, has been said of the man
who really orchestrated the '64 victory ... Blanton Collier.
Collier was the head coach of the Browns,and he was a Kentucky guy through and
through. Its history runs so deep that it is important to tell the rest of the story.
Before the Browns, Collier is probably best remembered for coaching the Kentucky
By Gary P. Wildcat football team for eight years until he was abruptly fired at the end of the 1961
West
season, with three years remaining on his $17,500 annual contract.
Syndicated
It is mind boggling in that Collier is the last UK football coach to depart the school
Columnist
with a winning record. His 41-36-3 mark has withstood the multitude of coaches that
have followed. Charlie Bradshaw, John Ray, Fran Curci, Jerry Claiborne, Bill Curry,
Hal Mumme,Guy Morris, Rich Brooks and Joker Phillips coached there and none had winning records
when they left Lexington. So if you think it was a long dry spell in Cleveland, look no further than the 55
years for Kentucky football since Collier left.
Hindsight is easy. But looking back on it makes one wonder what was UK thinking when they fired
Collier. Inspite of a 5-2-1 record against hated rival Tennessee, he and his staff were often criticized for
poor recruiting and lack of enthusiasm. Outside pressure from fans and donors was to much for Collier
to overcome.
And now another part of the rest of the story.
Collier had been saddled with several self-imposed recruiting restrictions carried over from the Paul
"Bear" Bryant era in the years before.
Bryant,in order to head off any possible future NCAA investigations that had seeped over from the UK
basketball scandal,agreed to implement a policy that he would sign no more than five out-of-state players
annually.
It gets even crazier. An added stipulation was that the five had to seek out UK and then apply for scholarships.
Bryant's teams had been rich with kids from Pennsylvania and Ohio, but as they graduated, the coach
realized that he was now operating at a disadvantage . . . one he had helped bring on himself. Leading his
Kentucky to bowl games on a regular basis, he now saw a dim future for the Wildcats.
Bryant said hello to Texas A & M and Blanton Collier said hello to Lexington.
Collier, now with all of Bryant's baggage that included no out-of-state recruiting contacts, increased academic requirements, and a UK administration that was opposed to "redshirting,"(a practice that'allowed
holding athletes out of participation for a year without affecting their eligibility) faced an uphill struggle
in the SEC. All of this was happening in a state with just a few more than a hundred high schools playing
eleven man football. By comparison Tennessee had over 300.
Although Kentucky went to no bowl games under Collier, compared to Bryant's record he was written
off as underachieving. Still, he managed an SEC Coach of the Year honor in 1954, with a 7-3 record. But,
there was one honor he won in 1959 that may never be duplicated. After losing to LSU 9-0 in 1959 he was
named SEC Coach of the Week. His Wildcats held All-American Billy Cannon to 11 yards rushing. This
would be a great trivia question.
By today's standards Collier's teams would have played in several bowls, but during those years there
were only six or seven that drew any interest at all. Today there must be at least a hundred, even to the
point of considering teams with losing records.
But not then.
Collier at Kentucky had assembled a coaching staff that would later become a "Who's Who" in the
profession: Of the eight, including Collier, all went on to success in the NFL,five of them becoming head
coaches. Ed Rutledge became a scout; Howard Schnellenberger, Baltimore Colts; Erma] Allen, assistant
Dallas Cowboys; Don Shuts, Colts; John North head (Tisch New Orleans Saints; Bob Cumings, assistant
Saints; Bill Arnsparger, head coach New York Giants; and Chuck Knox, head coach Los Angeles Rams
and NFL Coach of the Year his first season.
Two weeks after Collier was fired he was hired by legendary Paul Brown to be his top assistant in Cleveland. Two years later he had become the head coach, and in 1964, while still being paid by the University
of Kentucky, he led theBrowns to the NFL title. Just as he had done at Kentucky, he coached eight years
in Cleveland leaving with a sterling 76-34-2 record.
Collier paid his dues in the coaching profession. After graduating from Georgetown College he returned

Out & About
... Kentucky
stile

Photo provided
At U.K, one of the most impressive collegiate staff every assembled was this 1959 group. Pictured from left, Ed
Rutledge, Howard Schnellenberger, Ermal Allen, Blanton Collier. Don Shula. John North, Bob Cummings and Bill
Amsparger

to his hometown and began a coaching career at Paris High school in 1924, first in basketball, where he
compiled a 373-141 record and four trips to High School State Tournament over 20 years. His 16 years of
football coaching led to an overall record of 73-50-10.
In 1944, Collier joined the Navy at the age of 37 because it was the patriotic thing to do. With football
team rosters depleted by the war effort, the only coaching job he left behind was basketball.
Paris resident Betsy Kuster recalled that her dad, Eddie Reynolds took over the basketball team.
"My daddy worked in a nearby school system, but agreed to come over to Paris and coach basketball
when Blanton left," she said. "Everyone in town knew he'd come back when the war was over, but he
didn't."
It was at the Great Lakes Naval Training Center near Chicago that he met Paul Brown for the first time.
Two years later when Brown was hired to jump start the Cleveland Browns in pro football, he brought
Collier along as his assistant.
From 1946 to 1953,Collier was a big part of the teams success as it won the NFL title in 1950, and lost
in the championship games the following three years.
Collier was given much credit for the development of Hall of Fame quarterback Otto Graham,as well as
creating a player grading system that is still used in-part today.
So when Bear Bryant departed, LIK didn't have to look far to find his replacement.
Collier's successes were well known, and on occasion he would do some scouting for Adolph Rupp's
basketball team. There were even some closed door discussions that Collier's name was in the mix to
replace Rupp,should he not be able to survive the scandal that cast a dark shadow on the program in the
late 40s and early 50s.
During his eight years Collier coached several All-Americans including Steve Meilinger, Howard
Schnellenberger, Lou Michaels,Iry Goode and Calvin Bird.
As memories fade with each passing day,coaches and players are now microwaved at such a breakneck
speed,it's difficult to latch on to what they are about. Collier's major successes came through football, and
his achievements as a basketball coach have almost been lost.
To further show that Collier's basketball coaching history had slipped through the cracks, former UK
basketball coach Joe B. Hall said, he had no idea Blanton coached basketball.
"I had never heard of it before now," Hall recently said. "His record at Paris shows he must have been
a heck of a coach."
Roy Kidd,the former hall of fame football coach at Eastern Kentucky University, also didn't know of
Collier's basketball coaching success.
"When I was a high school football coach in Richmond I'd go over to Lexington for some of his clinics,"
Kidd recalled. "He always found time for me even one-on-one. He'd draw up some plays on the blackboard for me. Coach Collier always seemed to share his time."
Blanton Collier's name and what he accomplished is very much relevant today. His memory should not
be lost, and to make sure it's not, look no further than the record books in Kentucky prep coaching, UK
football and the NFL Cleveland Browns. It was awhile back,but Collier made sure in 1964 that Cleveland
rocked.
Collier died in March of 1983 at the age of 76. He and close friend Bill Arnsparger, another Paris native
and former NFL bead coach,are buried in Paris.
There's no excuse. Get up,get out,and get going! Gary P. West can be reached at west I 4886tvec.com.
•

Us years ago
Pictured are Sarah Wooten, 12 and
Alex Gullixon, 10, both of Murray,
as they work on hitting headers at
the British Challenger instruction
camp at Bee Creek Soccer Complex
The Murray Bucs 10 and under
baseball team will conclude their
successful season by traveling to the
USSSA Baseball AA World Series
in Tulsa,Oklahoma. Members of the
team are pictured and include Caleb Brannon, Dusun Bevil, Austin
Johnson, Blake Johnson, Garrison
Wagner, Hunter Jaco, Ryan Alderson, Zack Grogan, Mason Wooten,
Nick Shumaker, Tycen Henry and
Jonah Brannon, bat boy.
The Cincinnati Reds rolled into
town holding a tryout camp at Murray State University's Reagan Field.
Pictured are Cincinnati scouts Jim
Gnef, Marlon Styles and Fred Blair.
Ten-year-old Abby Robinson of
Murray was recently invited on
stage at a Kenny Chesney and Dierks Bentley concert at Roberts Stadium in Evansville,Indiana and was
given an autographed guitar. Robinson had received tickets for her 10th
birthday. She is the daughter of Amy
White and Tony Robinson and the
granddaughter of Jim and Theresa
Knight and Frank and Janet Robinson, all of Murray.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel battled a blaze that destroyed
a home off Billy Branch Road.
Fred Vick is pictured taking advantage of the sunny weather to finish
cutting his 10 acres of hay on Almo-Shiloh Road.
Members of the cast of "Barnum"
are pictured practicing a song and
dance dunng a rehearsal at the Playhouse in the Park. Headlining the
show are Marc Games as Barnum
and Greg DeLancey as Bailey. Also
pictured is director Mark Etherton
as he give pointers to cast member
Bill Phillips.
Laura Craynon from the Calloway County's Attorney's office was
elected the 1996-97 vice president
of Western Kentucky Paralegals.
Sheri Gupton, CLS, from Haverstock, Bell & Pitman law firm was

elected secretary.
Megan Renee Pernber was
crowned Little Miss Freedom Feat
Supreme Queen in the 7-12 year-old
division. She was also named Overall Most Photogenic. She is the seven-year-old daughter of Steve and
Melinda Pember of Murray.
Thirty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Junior Babe Ruth All-Stars won
the District 11 tournament in Cadiz. They now move on to the substate tournament in Bowling Green.
Members pictured are Eric Gibson,
Chris Hays, Mark Miller, Craig
Schwettman,Don Easley,Greg Lassiter, Alan Bazzell, Mike Harrison,
Robert Jones, Bruce Thurmond,
James Payne, Stick Turner, Jason
Sammons, Scott Adams and coach
Steve Sammons.
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce president Loretta
Jobs,James A. Schwartz,state manager for West Kentucky of Woodmen of the World and Steve lea,
Chamber of Commerce executive
vice president are pictured raising
the American flag at the chamber
office during a special ceremony.
The flag was donated by Woodmen
of the World.
Members of the Westwood 4-H
Club show the special award the
club recently received for community service. Pictured are Amy Scott,
Mary Anne Todd, Shannon Shields,
Kristina Todd, Laura Shouse and
Rebecca Todd.
Forty years ago
Lt. Gov. Thelma L. Stovall will be
the guest of honor at ground breaking ceremonies for the central heating and cooling plant on July 19 at
Murray State University.
Fifty years ago
The Murray City Council voted at
its meeting to widen Main Street between Fifth and Sixth streets.
Sixty years ago
Dr. Pat Crawford has finished a
surgical internship at Columbus,
Ohio. Dr. Phil Crawford has completed his internship at University
of Texas in Galveston. They are the
sons of Dr. and Mrs. FE. Crawford
of Murray.

Today is Thursday. July 14, the
196th day of 2016. There are 170
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 14, 1966, the city of Chicago awoke to the shocking news
that eight student nurses had been
brutally slain during the night in a
South Side dormitory. Drifter Richard Speck was convicted of the mass
killing and condemned to death, but
had his sentence reduced to life in
prison, where he died in 1991.
On this date:
In 1789, in an event symbolizing

the start of the French Revolution,
citizens of Paris stormed the Bastille
prison and released the seven prisoners inside.
In 1865, the Matterhorn, straddling Italy and Switzerland, was
summited as a seven-member rope
party led by British climber Edward Whymper reached the peak.
(Four members of the party fell to
their deaths during their descent;
Whymper and two guides survived.)
In 1881, outlaw William H. Bonney Jr., alias "Billy the Kid," was
shot and killed by Sheriff Pat Garrett

CAN YOU SEE HOW MY PINNER
PATE WITH LISA WILL GO?

Wedding guests are perplexed
by toasts that turn to roasts
DEAR ABBY; Ris have been
attending the weddings of ow
friends' children and work colleagues. We enjoy them, but we
have noticed a change in some of
the traditions
The best
and
man's
maid of honor's toasts to
the bnde and
groom Stem
to have devolved into
telling stories
about their
escapast
This
Dear Abby
includes tales
by
of all-night
partying,
Abigail
bow
drunk
Van Buren
were,
they
other embarrassing incidents and "digs" at the
bride and groom. Some of these
speeches can go on for more than
10 minutes!
Abby, many guests attending
these celebrations really don't care
to hear these kinds of things. I'm
sure the couple's new boss or their
grandparents are quite shocked at
some of the revelations they hear.
Has this occasion turned into a
roast? -- DON'T KNOW WHAT
TO MAKE OF IT
DEAR DON'T KNOW: It appears that some of the weddings
you have attended have. There are
occasions when sometimes the less
said the better, if only to protect the
guilty, and this is one of them.

Pt

DEAR ABBY: I am a 22-yearold woman who enjoys achieving
things in life. For example, I recently bought a house and paid for
all the remodeling with my own
money.
I have been with my boyfriend
for seven years (on and off). He
was my first boyfriend, first kiss,
etc. and because of that, I have always felt a deep connection with
him. My problem is he doesn't

in Fort Sumner in present-day New
Mexico.
In 1913, Gerald Rudolph Ford
Jr., the 38th president of the United
States, was born Leslie Lynch King
Jr. in Omaha, Nebraska.
In 1933, cartoon character Popeye the Sailor made his movie debut
in the Fleischer Studios animated
short,"Popeye the Sailor."
In 1965, United Nations Ambassaln 1976, Jimmy Carter won the
Democratic presidential nomination
at the party's convention in New
York.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I've heard
t women tend to live longer than
n. Why is that?
DEAR READER: On average,
women do live about five years loner than men. In the United States,
7 percent of all who are ages 65
and older are
female. By
age 85, 67
percent we
women. You
can see this
for yourself
in most nursing homes or
assisted living facilities
Dr. Komaroff in the United
States: W0111by
usually
en
Dr. Anthony
outnumber
Komaroff
men, and the
magnitude of
the difference is often striking.
The ratio of men to women is
roughly equal in young adulthood.
DEAR ABBY: I am the mom of So why does the ratio start to fathree wonderful little girls, but as vor women over time? Among the
of late not so wonderful. My hus- most powerful factors are that men
band and I work hard to teach them tend to:
manners and respect, but we can't
-- Take bigger risks. The part of
seem to get across to them to be the brain that controls judgment
grateful for what they have.
and consideration of an action's
We don't have a lot of money be- consequences develops more slowcause we live on one income, and ly in boys and young men than in
we don't spoil them often because their female counterparts. This
we can't afford to. Twice now,one likely contributes to the fact that
of my girls has been unhappy with far more boys and men die in aca gift she received. The first one cidents or due to violence. This
she threw away; the second she tendency toward lack of judgment
refused to even accept! This isn't and consideration of consequenchow we raised her.
es may also contribute to harmful
I thought about doing some vol- lifestyle decisions among young
unteer work with them, but I fear men. Smoking or drinking to exthey are too young for it (4, 7 and cess are two examples.
I feel obliged to state that this
9). I want to raise kind, caring and
giving girls. Your thoughts on this impulsivity, explosive personality
matter would be great. -- GRATE- and lack of judgment.in younger
members of my gender completeFUL MOM IN COLORADO
DEAR GRATEFUL MOM: ly goes away by the time we beYour 7- and 9-year-olds are NOT come mature adults. Except when
too young to learn that many chil- it doesn't.
-- Have more dangerous jobs.
dren have far less than they do. I
think your idea of having them do Men far outnumber women in
some volunteer work with you is some of the riskiest occupations.
These include military combat,
an excellent one.

have goals for the future and just
lives his life a day at a time. He's
comfortable with his low-income
job and doesn't plan on going to
school.
He moved into my house six
months ago, which makes our relationship that much more serious.
Something I absolutely adore about
him is his loving nature. He drops
whatever he is doing to be there for
me emotionally, and everyone who
meets him tells me how lucky I am
to have found such a great guy.
My question is, should I stay
with my loving, caring boyfriend
or is it time to find someone with
the same goals I have? -- CONFUSED IN FLORIDA
CONFUSED: Ask
DEAR
yourself which is more important
to you -- a loving and emotionally
supportive spouse or a hard worker
who may be less so. Only you can
decide the answer to that question.

HOMEMADE ICE PACK
Dear Readers:It's timefor summerfun,sports, games
and outings. Many people use a bag offrozen peas as an
ICE PACKfor an "owie," but here is something better:
The Heloise update: Make your own ice pack, and
have it at the ready for the inevitable bumps and bruises!
This homemade ice pack will
get cold but won't freeze solid.
It'll manipulate to fit around
arms, legs, knees and shoulders.
Put I part rubbing alcohol to
3parts water in a zipperedfreezer bag, and add a drop or two
offood coloring as a reminder
that it is NOT edible. Place into
a second bag, CLEARLY LABEL
it and put it in thefreezer. It turns
into a slushy mixture. Wrap the
bag in a thin towel, then place on
by
the affected area for short periHeloise
ods oftime.
Labeling the bag and coloring
its contents are extremely important. -- Heloise
CLEAR COMMUNICATION
Dear Heloise: I have a hearing problem. When people left a "call-back number" on my answering machine,
I had trouble deciphering the number.
My daughter suggested a new message: "For a callback, please say your number slowly, and say it twice."
I now understand every message. -- Lois V.,Centerville,
Ohio
GENTLE CARE
Dear Heloise: A gentle, important reminder for nurses, aides and caregivers is to return bedside tray tables
alongside -- or in front of -- their patient or loved one.
These tables contain necessary items e.g., tissues,
water, remote control, writing implements and the
phone. -- Karen E.. Bloomfield, NJ.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, July 15, 2016:
This year communication and kindness surround
you. If you have a tendency to be withdrawn or
quiet, kiss that behavior goodbye. You become
more open. If you are single, you could meet
someone important to your life's history. This
person could enter your life in the next few months,
or in the months before your next birthday. If you
are attached, you like being a duo; however, at
times you feel as if you have to explain too much.
Recognize how different you are from your sweetie;
you come from very different backgrounds.
SAGITTARIUS pushes and pushes you until you
want to run away.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic: 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
***** Just be yourself and be spontaneous.
More will fall into place that way than if you were to
plan out everything logically. Your instincts prove
to be excellent, and your creativity keeps bubbling
up. Meeting new people is almost too easy for you.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Recognize when you have had enough.
You will want to follow through on what you want to
see happen. Laughter surrounds you and allows
greater give-and-take between you and a key
person who often seems uptight.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your sense of direction will prove to
be far more important than you realize. You'll
communicate what you want with the expectation
that your thoughts will be well-received. Others
are likely to be considerate, but still expect some
questions.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Your effectiveness will be tested. You might
not be sure which way to proceed in the current
situation. A conversation could be difficult to follow
at this time, as you seem to be a bit distracted
about a money matter.
LEO(Jul!23-Aug. 22)
***** Act on what you feel. A younger person
needs advice, and will seek you out. Even if he
or She doesn't ask you directly for your feedback,

confirefighting and working
struction sites.
-- Die of heart disease more often and at a younger age. Men are
50 percent more likely than women to die of heart disease, although
women start dying more frequently
of heart disease after they reach
their mid-60s.
-- Commit suicide more often
than women. Depression is considered more common among
women,and depression does cause
some people to attempt suicide.
Men are less likely to seek care for
depression and mental illness. And
when men attempt suicide, it is
much more likely to be fatal. More
than three times as many men die
from suicide than women.
-- Be less socially connected.
People with fewer and weaker social connections (including men)
tend to have higher death rates.
-- Avoid doctors. Men are far
more likely to skip routine health
screens and are far less likely than
women to have seen a doctor of
any kind during the previous year.
Studies in animals indicate that
the females tend to have stronger
immune systems. This means they
are less likely to die of infections.
(However,it also makes them more
likely to develop autoinunune diseases.) Whether this is a reason
why women live longer than men
is less clear.
There's not much that can be
done about some of these factors.
But others are modifiable. For example, getting men to report symptoms (including depression) and
regularly see a doctor for chronic
medical problems could counter
some of the tendency for them to
die younger.
It's also worth noting that the
survival gap between men and
women reflects an average tendency among large numbers of people. Obviously, and unfortunately,
sometimes wives die before their
husbands. But what you've heard
is generally true: In the U.S. and
other developed nations, women
live longer than men.

PROTECT ANIMALS
Dear Heloise: When I buy soda pop in cans,it usually is held together by plastic. I cut the plastic into small
pieces so no animals will get caught in it. I read your
nice column daily. -- Hilda C., Hamilton, Ohio
Hilda, thank you for the reminder!I hope my readers
pay attention. The plastic rings can harm and kill wildlife, as well as stray animals. Please take afew seconds
to cut the rings before putting them in the garbage or
recycle bin. -- Heloise
RECYCLE
Dear Heloise: Another use for the window cleaner
for outdoors (that attaches to the garden hose): When
it is empty. refill with CAR WASH. I do use a sponge
after spraying an area,then rinse. -- Martha B., via email
DOUBLE BAGGING
Dear Heloise: At our self-service register at the grocery store. I put my groceries in a paper bag, which I
then put in a plastic bag with handles. This is more secure when the bag is heavy to carry. The keeps the bag
clean, too,so!can reuse it.-- Marie C.,Cheshire,Conn.
SIGN OF THE TIMES
Dear Heloise: People should sign their full name
when sending sympathy cards. There are many Georges,
Bettys, Bills, etc. -- Althea S., Leavittsburg, Ohio
Dear Althea: Your reminder is a very important one,
especially during sad and stressful times. -- Hugs, Heloise
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise,
P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,or you
canfax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email U to Heloise(at)
Heloisexom. I can't answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received in my column.
(02016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

you'll wind up offering it anyway. Help this person
maintain a sense of humor in order to help him or
her detach.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Honor a change of pace. You might need to
rethink a personal matter and your priorities. Share
more openly with a roommate or family member.
You will receive strong feedback from someone
who knows you. Be gracious and keep it light.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** You might have the inclination to head out
the door early. There is no reason why you cannot
do this. Decide what is best for you, then proceed.
You are likely to have a lot to share with several
friends with whom you have not had enough time
lately.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be more aware of yourself, especially as
you could have a tendency to go overboard and be
excessive right now. A friend has a lot to share, but
you might feel conflicted as you listen. You could
want to be logical, but that really doesn't work for
you at the moment.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You have accomplished a lot, and you
could be evaluating yet another decision. Use the
coming weekend to review a situation that might
not feel right. Note what you think is off, then
discuss this matter with a trusted confidant.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Slow down and take your time. Be aware
of what needs to happen in order to get a project
moving. An issue that you have with an associate
needs to be discussed with a friend or family
member first. You need to gain a fresh perspective.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** A friend shares something that you
believe to be gossip but that he or she thinks is
the truth. Be grateful for his or her openness.
Understand that you won't know the whole story
for a while. Someone is drawn to you.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Someone you care about pushes you
hard. This person wants to know more about
where you are coming from. Open up and share
your thoughts. Be careful with someone who is
young or immature; he or she might not be as loyal
as you believe.
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